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Always at your side.
What have we learned from more than a century of technological
innovation and customer satisfaction? We’ve learnt that the
only thing that keeps the people coming back for more over the
decades, is trust. Trust in our unwavering dedication to reliability,
quality and value. Trust in our social and environmental leadership.
And most of all, trust that your needs will always come first.
This is why millions around the world trust Brother, and this is what
will continue to drive us for the next hundred years, and beyond.
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Dedicated to our planet.
As the first in the Printer Industry to be Certified as an Eco First
Company, we’re constantly striving to achieve a sustainable world
through our products and activities. This belief is reflected in the
Brother Earth site, which was launched to introduce the various
energy-saving technologies that we develop, and to offer the
general public an opportunity to participate and contribute in our
numerous conservation projects around the world.
Learn more and take part today.
brotherearth.com
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Always at your side.

• PCMag.com Business Choice Award Winner for 4 years in a row
and Readers’ Choice Award Winner for 7 years in a row

Dedicated to our planet

• Rated #1 in Reliability and Overall Satisfaction for Printers in
PCMag.com

Awards

• Recognised by BLI Buyers Laboratory for Outstanding
Achievement in Energy Efficiency

TM

4 YEARS
IN A ROW
2016

BROTHER PRINTERS

• Awarded Good Design Award for 24 consecutive years over 196
different products
• Recipient of a total of 50 iF Design Awards for
8 consecutive years
• Winner of BLI Summer 2016 Pick award for:

A trademark of Ziff Davis. Used under license.

- Outstanding monochrome printer and Multi-Function
Centre (MFC) for small and mid-size workgroups
- Outstanding network scanner
- Outstanding Achievement in Innovation for handheld
mobile scanners
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Fleet management
Security

Document Capture & Workflow
Customisation

Cost savings
Mobile & Cloud
Productivity

Paper handling
Solutions Line-up (Laser)

Solutions Line-up (Inkjet)

Printing innovations that change the way
your business runs
The world is changing, and so have your printing needs. In today’s global environment,
businesses must become more mobile and responsive than ever before. With that, however,
comes the challenge of keeping costs low while staying vigilant against growing security threats.
With a proud legacy of excellence that spans over a hundred years and a driven commitment
to quality, value and unyielding dependability, you can always count on Brother to help your
business go further than ever before.
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Fleet
Management
BRAdmin Solution

Status Monitor
Install Wizard

Embedded Web Server (EWS) Technology
Driver Deployment Wizard
Unattended/Silent Software Installation
MSI Installer
E-mail Notifications

Job Logging

PaperCut NG
PaperCut MF

Back to Printing Solutions Overview

Effortless fleet management
at your fingertips
As your business grows, so will your printing needs. Thankfully, Brother
printing solutions offer innovative fleet-wide management tools that help
to optimise your business productivity and IT resources, putting total
control and accountability firmly in your hands.
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BRAdmin Solution
Advanced printing and imaging fleet management
in your hands
For years, larger businesses have been enjoying the benefits of powerful fleet
management tools across their fleet of printing and imaging devices. However,
as the workflows and print demands of today’s businesses grow increasingly
complex, it can become extremely inefficient and time-consuming to manage,
configure, optimise and update each individual device one at a time.
Enterprise-level fleet management for growing SMB needs
Designed to provide real-time, fleet-wide management across your company’s
network infrastructure, Brother BRAdmin is ideal for businesses with a growing
suite of machines across multiple locations. By allowing you to centrally manage
your machines from one location, this simple-to-use tool will help to reduce
downtime and optimise resources, so you can focus on the more important
aspects of your business.
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BRAdmin Solution
Advanced printing and imaging fleet management
in your hands
For years, larger businesses have been enjoying the benefits of powerful fleet
management tools across their fleet of printing and imaging devices. However,
as the workflows and print demands of today’s businesses grow increasingly
complex, it can become extremely inefficient and time-consuming to manage,
configure, optimise and update each individual device one at a time.
Enjoy greater visibility over your fleet
A glance at the dashboard-style hub, and you’ll instantly know which machine is
ready, sleeping, or low on supplies for greater visibility over your fleet. Furthermore,
you’ll receive real-time notifications via email, reducing down-time to a minimum.
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BRAdmin Solution
Advanced printing and imaging fleet management
in your hands
For years, larger businesses have been enjoying the benefits of powerful fleet
management tools across their fleet of printing and imaging devices. However,
as the workflows and print demands of today’s businesses grow increasingly
complex, it can become extremely inefficient and time-consuming to manage,
configure, optimise and update each individual device one at a time.
Maximise efficiency and reduce costs
Leverage on real-time usage information to optimise your fleet. BRAdmin displays
live page counters from each network-connected machine, helping you understand
which machines are being underutilised, so that you can deploy them accordingly.
Greater access to your entire fleet
BRAdmin management software is completely free of charge and is available as
an executable program you can install on your computer. Alternatively, you can run
it on a web browser through an Embedded Web Server and start managing your
Brother machines from any computer on your network.
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BRAdmin Solution
Advanced printing and imaging fleet management
in your hands
For years, larger businesses have been enjoying the benefits of powerful fleet
management tools across their fleet of printing and imaging devices. However,
as the workflows and print demands of today’s businesses grow increasingly
complex, it can become extremely inefficient and time-consuming to manage,
configure, optimise and update each individual device one at a time.
Empowering your productivity
Ideal for a large suite of machines spread across multiple locations, BRAdmin
saves your organisation’s IT administrators the effort of having to physically visit
every printer whenever it requires attention. This results in less printer downtime
and more productivity from your staff.
Import and export your device settings across your fleet
Save your IT administrators from tedious processes. A sub-feature of the BRAdmin
utility lets you save selected settings to an exportable file, which can then be reimported to multiple devices at simultaneously. This allows you to update your
entire fleet quickly and effortlessly.
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Status Monitor
Easily and quickly gain insights into your
print environment
Ever tried to print something, waited a few minutes, and nothing
happened? Was it only then that you realised that your printing device
needed more paper or supplies replacement? Status Monitor allows you to
receive instant alerts through your computer whenever your Brother device
needs attention.
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Install Wizard
Automatic software installation
Effortlessly install your Brother printing device and all necessary software
to your computer. Available for both USB and network connected devices,
the automatic installer guides you through the whole installation process.
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Embedded Web Server (EWS) Technology*
Control and manage your printers from any computer
In order to access additional information and settings that are not available
on the machine, most printers require special software to be installed on an
IT administrator’s computer. However, when this software is inaccessible, IT
managers and business owners often find themselves wasting precious time
installing the software on another computer in order to manage their printers.
Never lose touch with your printers again
Many Brother printers come with Embedded Web Server (EWS) technology,
allowing you to use a standard web browser to access advanced settings, usage
and supplies information, or even to limit printer functions to authorised users. All
that and more from any computer in your network without the need for software to
be installed.

PaperCut NG
PaperCut MF

Back to Printing Solutions Overview

*Applicable to selected models.
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Embedded Web Server (EWS) Technology*
Control and manage your printers from any computer
In order to access additional information and settings that are not available
on the machine, most printers require special software to be installed on an
IT administrator’s computer. However, when this software is inaccessible, IT
managers and business owners often find themselves wasting precious time
installing the software on another computer in order to manage their printers.
Instantly access your printer through a browser
Never be left in the lurch again if you are unable to access the printer software on
your computer. With Brother’s Embedded Web Server (EWS), all you need is a web
browser to view and change a wide variety of printer settings.
Remote monitoring and control, no software required
Embedded Web Server (EWS) allows you to use any computer’s web browser
to access advanced settings such as the IP address of the printer, printer usage,
job accounting functions, as well as features that can’t be accessed at the
printer itself.

Back to Printing Solutions Overview

*Applicable to selected models.
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Embedded Web Server (EWS) Technology*
Control and manage your printers from any computer
In order to access additional information and settings that are not available
on the machine, most printers require special software to be installed on an
IT administrator’s computer. However, when this software is inaccessible, IT
managers and business owners often find themselves wasting precious time
installing the software on another computer in order to manage their printers.
Advanced functionality made easy
The user-friendly web interface of the Embedded Web Server (EWS)-enabled
Brother printer makes it easy to understand your printer status. For example, if the
printer runs out of paper or supplies, an animated image will reflect that problem in
real-time.
Manage any machine in your network from the comfort of your desk
When you have a large fleet of printers, walking up to each machine individually to
set it up, or to duplicate settings can be time-consuming. Embedded Web Server
allows you to perform the entire process effortlessly via the import and export
function.
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*Applicable to selected models.
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Driver Deployment Wizard
Boost productivity with less hassle
Never have to deal with individual machines one at a time again. The Driver
Deployment Wizard helps you to apply configurations and firmware updates to
multiple Brother machines at the same time, saving you time and minimising
complications.
Hassle-free customised software installation
Reduce calls to the help desk when faced with printer installation issues. Through
a guided installation process, the Driver Deployment Wizard software makes the
installation of a locally connected or network connected printer a breeze. You can
also use it to create self-running executable files which completely automates the
installation of a printer driver when run on a remote PC.
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Unattended/Silent Software Installation
Avoid disrupting employees with an installation
Don’t let your driver installations disrupt your employee productivity
during working hours. The unattended/silent installer give IT
administrators the increased flexibility and control to centrally deploy
printer and scanner drivers over a network remotely — to one or multiple
Windows® based computers at the same.
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MSI Installer
Industry-recognised installer for Microsoft Server
operating systems
When distributing software via Group Policy without using a script, MSI
(Microsoft Installer) or Windows Installer is the only installer supported by
Microsoft Server-based operating systems. Built to Microsoft® standards,
these compact installation packages result in faster installations and can
be deployed quickly and reliably.
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E-mail Notifications
Be alerted about potential issues before they
impact productivity
Get timely device notification alerts and resolve errors early. Many Brother
printing devices can be configured to automatically email a nominated
contact in the office to warn of a potential problem with the machine. This
time-saving feature allows staff to resolve any errors quickly, often before
the rest of the office is even aware of the issue.
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Job Logging
Reduce unnecessary printing costs with
device level usage reports
Unmanaged printing of unnecessary documents can be a major expense,
but if users are aware that their printing history can be tracked and
traced, they may be more conscious about their printing habits. Many of
our network-connected printing devices are able to remember everything
your users print, including who does the printing. This data can then be
used to quickly and accurately get information on who is printing the
most or users who may be printing inappropriately.
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PaperCut NG
World-class print tracking, controlling and
cost reduction solution
Gain a comprehensive tool to help tame your printing costs. PaperCut
NG is designed to manage and control an organisation’s print and
internet usage by helping to track and control costs. Track who’s printing
what, assign fixed quotas or budgets to groups or individuals, and
encourage environmentally-friendly printing practices to start optimising
your print resources today.
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PaperCut MF
The total print management solution for full print, copy,
scan and fax control
PaperCut MF extends the features of PaperCut NG using embedded
software and hardware integration to provide full MFC control. Brother
MFCs with PaperCut MF extends PaperCut NG’s tracking features to
copy, scan and fax jobs, allowing you to gain total control over every
aspect of your print environment.
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Output Security

Secure your printing environment
for years to come
When it comes to print security, we take it seriously. Brother printing
solutions come equipped with advanced security features that deliver
enterprise-level security to keep your business protected from evolving
threats.
Back to Printing Solutions Overview
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Network Security
Don’t let your network be your weakest link
Thanks to networked printing environments, printing across your organisation has
never been simpler. However, this convenience comes at a price, as the data sent
from your computers and mobile devices to your printers and scanners can be
easily intercepted and stolen without the right security protocols in place.
Keep your critical information safe
Brother machines come with Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) for robust,
industry-standard encryption. IPsec is a high level security feature used by large
organisations to protect their networks. This is especially crucial for government,
financial and legal organisations dealing with sensitive information that must not fall
into the wrong hands.
Protect your documents over the network
As your documents are sent from a computer to a printer, your sensitive
information could be leaked during transmission over the network. Secure Socket
Layer (SSL) encryption protects your documents as you send them over the
network to be printed.

Back to Printing Solutions Overview

Secure your wired and wireless network access
This security feature enables supported Brother devices to connect to an 802.1x
protected network. Organisations use 802.1x to prevent unauthorised personnel
from being able to freely connect to the network through a physical cable. In many
cases, network devices such as printers will not be able to connect unless it is
802.1x compatible too.
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Scan to SFTP
Enhanced external document archiving and
sharing security
For organisations that handle highly sensitive data, enhanced security
protocols for network scanning may be a legal requirement. Building on
FTP technology, SFTP (Secure Shell File Transfer Protocol) adds an extra
layer of encryption when sending scanned documents over a network
from your Brother machine to the destination.
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Output Security
Protect your business from ever-growing security threats
Today, your business data is more vulnerable than ever before, and each year, data
breaches cost organisations millions in dollars. While businesses are doing more to
secure their smart devices and laptops, the printing environment remains a critical
area that is too often overlooked.
Print confidently, stay confidential
A secure print environment is critical in preventing sensitive information from
falling into the wrong hands. Brother printers are equipped with the latest security
innovations to deal with increasing external and internal threats while keeping your
valuable business interests secure.
Just tap and start printing or scanning
NFC (Near Field Communication) offers a secure way to print without network
access or login credentials while preventing unauthorised usage. This is ideal in
the education environment where students and teachers can simply tap their NFC
access card to start using the machine.
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Output Security
Protect your business from ever-growing security threats
Today, your business data is more vulnerable than ever before, and each year, data
breaches cost organisations millions in dollars. While businesses are doing more to
secure their smart devices and laptops, the printing environment remains a critical
area that is too often overlooked.
No more unattended print jobs
Brother devices with Secure Print ensures that valuable documents do not
print until your password is entered on the machine’s control panel. This
prevents sensitive printed documents from being read, copied or even taken by
unauthorised personnel before you have the chance to retrieve them.
Protect your scanned PDFs from unauthorised access
Keep your electronic files confidential. Each time you scan to a secure PDF, you
are required to create a 4-digit PIN that will be hardcoded into the PDF file and will
be requested from you before it can be opened.

Password Setting
XXXX

Back to Printing Solutions Overview

Password Entry
XXXX
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Output Security
Protect your business from ever-growing security threats
Today, your business data is more vulnerable than ever before, and each year, data
breaches cost organisations millions in dollars. While businesses are doing more to
secure their smart devices and laptops, the printing environment remains a critical
area that is too often overlooked.
Limit unauthorised access to your printers
Brother printers with Secure Function Lock 3.0 offer greater control over groups or
individual usage of the printer. You can authorise users to access specific functions
of the printer such as colour or monochrome printing, page limits, scanning
features, and printer web connectivity for up to 200 configurations*.

Secure Function Lock 3.0
Director

Manager

Asst. Manager

Print

Print

Print

Scan

Scan

Scan

Copy

Copy

Copy

Fax

Fax

Fax
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*Applicable to selected models.
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Output Security
Protect your business from ever-growing security threats
Today, your business data is more vulnerable than ever before, and each year, data
breaches cost organisations millions in dollars. While businesses are doing more to
secure their smart devices and laptops, the printing environment remains a critical
area that is too often overlooked.
Protect your documents from duplication
Documents without watermark can be easily duplicated, however, pre-printing
watermarks to each piece of paper is time-consuming and buying watermarked
paper can be expensive. Brother machines are easily configured to allow you
to add a customisable watermark to every page that you print, providing a
professional-looking finish to all of your printed documents.
Conveniently remove sensitive content from scans
Easily remove irrelevant or confidential portions of a document or image before
sharing it. With Outline Scan, you simply draw with a red pen around the sections
on the document. Depending on your selection, anything either inside or outside
the red marking will be removed from the scanned document.
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Output Security
Protect your business from ever-growing security threats
Today, your business data is more vulnerable than ever before, and each year, data
breaches cost organisations millions in dollars. While businesses are doing more to
secure their smart devices and laptops, the printing environment remains a critical
area that is too often overlooked.
Integrated into your existing security infrastructure
By connecting Brother devices to your existing IT systems for controlling security,
you can save the time and effort from having to support another user access
database. This feature takes advantage of your existing Active Directory or LDAPsupported infrastructure to restrict access to Brother devices. This means that your
staff can simply use their existing network login credentials to gain access.

Back to Printing Solutions Overview

Securely share your scanned PDFs
Protect the authenticity and originality of your scanned PDF documents when
sharing internally. Standard unsigned PDF files can be easily edited and re-saved,
making them vulnerable to changes that could be passed off as original work. This
enhanced security saves organisations time, effort and additional costs from having
to use old fashioned methods of distributing sensitive and confidential documents.
Signed PDF files can be generated from scan to FTP/SFTP, Network Folder &
Email Server (where supported).
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Output Security
Protect your business from ever-growing security threats
Today, your business data is more vulnerable than ever before, and each year, data
breaches cost organisations millions in dollars. While businesses are doing more to
secure their smart devices and laptops, the printing environment remains a critical
area that is too often overlooked.
Restrict selected protocols on your Brother machine
Due to security or network restrictions, organisations are often forced to purchase
printing solutions with a reduced specification to avoid having functions that they
cannot disable. However, finding solutions with such specific functionality can be
difficult. Brother machines with Protocol Control allow you to enable or disable
specific tasks such printing, remote configurations, special scan functions, and more.
Effortlessly secure your network access
Limit network access to your Brother devices to only authorised users. Quite
often, you’ll require special security software or advanced configurations within an
Operating System to gain this level of restriction, however, Brother machines with
IP Filter built-in allow you to do so without changing any existing security policies.
This functionality is simple to set up, configurable on the device, and best of all, no
extra cost will be incurred.
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Output Security
Protect your business from ever-growing security threats
Today, your business data is more vulnerable than ever before, and each year, data
breaches cost organisations millions in dollars. While businesses are doing more to
secure their smart devices and laptops, the printing environment remains a critical
area that is too often overlooked.
Lock your configuration settings at the panel
It can be frustrating and potentially disruptive having to re-configure your printing
devices when someone has changed the settings. With Panel Lock, you can
restrict access to the device’s control panel to prevent anyone from being able to
modify the configurations of your Brother machine.
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Document
Capture & Workflow

Print Directly from and Scan to a USB Drive
2-sided Fax, Copy & Scan
Barcode Print
ID Copy
Print to Archive (Carbon Copy)
PC Fax
Internet-Fax (iFax)
E-mail Fax Receive
Fax to Server
Remote Fax
Scan to Network Folder (CIFS/SMB)
Scan to FTP
Scan Documents Directly to an Email Address
Scan to PDF/A
Scan to Single Page PDF
Scan Directly into SharePoint on Premise
Scan to and Print from Microsoft® Office
Skip Blank Page when Scanning
Back to Printing Solutions Overview

Simplify and optimise your
document processes
As the pace of information and communications speeds up, so does the
need for more streamlined document processes. Brother printing solutions
feature powerful document capture and workflow solutions that will not
only help your organisation keep up, but stay ahead of the curve.
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Print Directly from and Scan to a USB Drive
Instant prints and scans with no computer required
Print and scan those urgent documents with minimum fuss. Selected
Brother machines allow you to print and scan your documents directly
to a USB Memory Drive without the need for a computer. Supported
file formats include PDF, JPG, TIFF, XPS & PRN (selected inkjet models
support JPG printing only).
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2-sided Fax, Copy & Scan
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ID Copy
Print to Archive (Carbon Copy)
PC Fax
Internet-Fax (iFax)
E-mail Fax Receive
Fax to Server
Remote Fax
Scan to Network Folder (CIFS/SMB)
Scan to FTP
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Scan to PDF/A
Scan to Single Page PDF
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Scan to and Print from Microsoft® Office
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2-sided Fax, Copy & Scan
Scan both sides of a document automatically
Quickly and effortlessly process 2-sided documents. In the same way
that automatic 2-sided printing saves time and money, selected Brother
MFCs with 2-sided faxing, scanning and copying can make daily office
functions more efficient. Furthermore, Brother machines with single pass
2-sided scanning allow you to achieve all that in half the time.
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Barcode Print
Print readable barcodes on demand
Get the benefits of barcode printing in an instant to enhance efficiency.
Barcode print is built-in to many Brother machines, allowing you to print
internationally recognised barcodes from both modern and legacy based
software applications. Brother offers this built-in capability with no further
software purchase required.
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ID Copy
Make hassle-free copies of identification cards
Brother MFCs with ID Copy functionality allow you to copy both sides of
your identification card on the same page, keeping the original card size
on your print out. All this is conveniently done without the need for special
setting configurations, saving you time and paper.
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Print to Archive (Carbon Copy)
Create electronic carbon copies of your documents
Reduce your paper and toner costs by removing the need to create
physical carbon copies. Print Archive is the equivalent of creating an
electronic carbon copy of all your printed documents, with a copy saved
as a PDF file to your computer instead of a physical duplication. Print
Archive can also add an extra layer of monitoring for organisations,
providing tighter control of what their users print and deterring
unnecessary printing.
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PC Fax
Send and receive faxes using a computer
Available on all Brother networked and USB-connected MFCs, PC fax
allows users to send and receive faxes directly from their PC desktop
using free software provided. This helps organisations reduce paper
wastage by not printing incoming junk or unnecessary faxes, as well as
not having to print electronic documents before faxing.
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Internet-Fax (iFax)
Send and receive faxes using the Internet
Save time and costs incurred from sending faxes over your telephone
line. Brother’s iFax enabled MFCs can send and receive faxes directly
over an existing computer network to other compatible fax machines
without the need for a telephone line.
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E-mail Fax Receive
Receive faxes directly through your e-mail
Along with unnecessary faxes, re-scanning received faxes to share
them over e-mail or electronically archive them is a waste of paper.
Brother MFCs with E-mail Fax Receive functionality automatically forward
incoming faxes to a nominated e-mail address instead of printing them.
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Fax to Server
The easiest way to fax through your fax server
Setting up a fax-enabled device to communicate with a fax server can
be a complicated and unreliable process. It often requires software to be
installed onto your company’s network or a firmware upgrade on your
fax machine. Brother’s fax-enabled MFCs offer direct communication
with external fax servers or directly through your company’s server for
seamless and dependable faxes every time.
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Remote Fax
Retrieve faxes from anywhere in the world
With Brother’s fax-enabled MFCs, you won’t have to be physically next to
your machine to read your incoming faxes. Now, you can retrieve faxes
that are waiting to be printed by your fax machine at home or in the office
through any other fax machine – anywhere in the world.
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Scan to Network Folder (CIFS/SMB)
Archive and share documents directly to your
network folders
Scan your documents directly to any general access or secured
folder on your company’s network without scanning software or
middleware requirements. Brother MFCs with Scan to Network Folder
can communicate directly with your network folders, meaning that any
authorised user can use it without having to initiate it from their PC. This
feature is an ideal companion for any document management software
that automatically captures documents from a particular folder for
processing, archiving or creating workflows.
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Scan to FTP
External document archiving and sharing
Archive or share your scanned documents with anyone anywhere in the
world by having your Brother MFC automatically upload them to an FTP
(File Transfer Protocol) server. The Scan to FTP feature allows you to scan
a document directly to an FTP server on your local network or on the
Internet. Best of all, this can all be done directly from the control panel
of the Brother device without the need a computer or any special FTP
software.
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Scan Documents Directly to an Email Address
Simplify the way you share scanned documents
Remove the extra step of attaching a scanned document through your computer.
Whether you are a home user, small business owner or working in a corporate
environment, Brother MFCs can help you effortlessly share scanned documents
through email. Simply scan images and documents directly into a new email
as an attachment, and they are ready for you to send to either yourself or other
nominated email addresses.
Scan to Email
Using Brother Control Center software, scan documents into a nominated Email
application, such as Microsoft® Outlook®, as an attachment in a new email.
Easy Scan to Email
This version does not require the Brother Control Center software or an email
application. Users can scan documents directly from their Brother device by simply
pre-configuring a nominated email address from the control panel.
Scan to Email Server
Like Easy Scan to Email, this version also scans documents directly to email.
However, it allows administrators to configure the send options, making it more
secure in security rich environments.
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Scan to PDF/A
Future-proof your digital documents
The problem with most standard documents written in dated or
discontinued applications is that they sometimes do not open correctly
in current applications. Brother MFCs are capable of scanning to PDF/A
files, an ISO-standardised format specialised for use in the archiving and
long-term preservation of electronic documents. PDF/A files will not lose
any of their original formatting and integrity when opened by applications
designed in the future, and they can be generated from scan to FTP/
SFTP, Network Folder and Email Server (where supported).
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Scan to Single Page PDF
Scan multiple pages into separate PDF files
Brother MFCs with Scan to Single Page PDF is ideal for bulk scanning
single page documents into individual PDF files. This allows you to save
time without having to manually separate PDF files during the scanning of
documents such as invoices, sales contracts, and job sheets which need
to be electronically archived separately.
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Scan Directly into SharePoint on Premise
Scan and upload your documents to SharePoint
with ease
SharePoint is a popular Content Management System (CMS) for many large
organisations, and this feature makes it easier for users to scan to it. Instead
of scanning documents to your computer and then separately uploading
them, you can now simply scan your documents or images directly into
SharePoint.
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Scan to and Print from Microsoft® Office
Convert hard copy documents into editable softcopies
Avoid the hassle of manually converting scanned documents into
Microsoft® Office files. Brother MFCs allow you to scan documents
and images directly into Microsoft® Word®, Excel® or PowerPoint®, and
automatically formats them into editable text for you.
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Skip Blank Page when Scanning
Reduce your scanned file sizes
It’s common to find blank pages in electronic documents. This lengthens
the scanning process and unnecessarily adds to the file size. The feature
automatically recognises blank pages when scanning and ignores them,
making your scanning jobs faster, and reduces the overall scanned file
sizes.
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Companies often have little choice but to initially invest in printing
solutions with limited functionality, and having to replace their entire
printing infrastructure shortly after to cope with rising demands. However,
Brother printers have been designed with customisation in mind to not
only meet your business needs today, but to adapt to them as they
change tomorrow.
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Brother Solutions Interface (BSI)
Create unique solutions to evolving business challenges
There is no such thing as a “one size fits all” solution to your unique printing needs.
Growing businesses who rely on built-in features, or even on off-the-shelf software
will soon find themselves facing inefficient and tedious manual processes that will
ultimately lead to increased costs and lowered productivity.
Brother’s open interface platform for customised solutions
Brother Solutions Interface (BSI) is a web-based service platform that allows
software developers, system houses and advanced resellers to easily create
customised solutions to overcome specific business challenges. By enabling these
software packages to integrate seamlessly with Brother printers, you can always
count on new capabilities to help improve operational workflows, efficiencies and
security while reducing costs.
Deploy to multiple devices effortlessly
Using industry standard web-based technology, BSI allows all solutions to be stored
and run on a local or cloud server rather than on each individual Brother machine.
This allows for effortless deployment of your BSI settings across a large range of
Brother printers.
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Brother Solutions Interface (BSI)
Create unique solutions to evolving business challenges
There is no such thing as a “one size fits all” solution to your unique printing needs.
Growing businesses who rely on built-in features, or even on off-the-shelf software
will soon find themselves facing inefficient and tedious manual processes that will
ultimately lead to increased costs and lowered productivity.
Future-proof your print solutions for years to come
By allowing new solutions to be integrated to your Brother printers, your business
can evolve at full speed without worrying about your printing hardware falling
behind. What’s more, BSI offers full backwards compatibility, ensuring that
solutions developed today will still work effectively on your Brother devices of
tomorrow.
Tailor-made solutions for the perfect fit
With seamless integration for 3rd party applications developed by solution providers,
Value-Added Resellers (VAR) and system integrators, your business can now enjoy
market-leading mobile printing, pull printing, document and fleet management
solutions, and much more – all catered specifically to your business needs.
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Advanced customisability for any need
BSI offers the flexibility to customise Brother printing devices to open up new
capabilities. You can create customised menus and screens for use with different
solutions, or choose to enable or disable most functions on the machine such as
print, copy, fax and scan as well as direct USB print and scan.
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Brother Solutions Interface (BSI)
Create unique solutions to evolving business challenges
There is no such thing as a “one size fits all” solution to your unique printing needs.
Growing businesses who rely on built-in features, or even on off-the-shelf software
will soon find themselves facing inefficient and tedious manual processes that will
ultimately lead to increased costs and lowered productivity.

“We integrated Brother devices with our
print management solution quickly and
easily using BSI. The solution is easy to
configure and brings PaperCut’s cost
control features to the Brother MFPs.”
— Matt Doran, CTO,
PaperCut Software
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“The Ubiquitech advanced Print
Management Solution has been
integrated to the Brother printer fleet
through BSI, giving the customers
security chosen by Banks and National
Defence Authorities and ease-of-use and
payment for public printing chosen by
libraries, hotels and airports.”. 
— Peter Rostrup, CPO,
Ubiquitech
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Brother Special Solutions Customisation (SSC)
Optimised solutions for your specialised needs
Creating your own customised solutions for your printing environment can be a
daunting task. While there are countless 3rd party applications developed for the
Brother Solutions Interface, it takes an in-depth understanding of your business to
create a truly optimised product and software solution for your company-specific
needs.
Collaborating closely for optimised results
Brother Special Solutions Customisation (SSC) enables Brother products to
be modified depending on your business requirements. Through a careful
collaborative process, we’ll help to customise your Brother products and design
the best solution to improve your workflow functions, as well as optimise efficiency
and productivity across your entire printing environment.
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Brother Special Solutions Customisation (SSC)
Optimised solutions for your specialised needs
Creating your own customised solutions for your printing environment can be a
daunting task. While there are countless 3rd party applications developed for the
Brother Solutions Interface, it takes an in-depth understanding of your business to
create a truly optimised product and software solution for your company-specific
needs.
Customised solutions by the experts themselves
With Brother SSC, you will be collaborating with the very best. Our group of field
engineers and business analysts will work closely with you to modify features and
integrate with software solutions to meet your unique business needs.
Improve processes across the board
So much more than adding simple workflow functions to your business, Brother
SSC is capable of customising and automating the installation and deployment of
firmware, print drivers and software packages to help significantly streamline the
entire process.
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Ready to hit the ground running
Now, your business can enjoy the ideal printing environment the moment your
Brother printers are delivered. With Brother SSC, Brother printers can be preconfigured to your specific needs prior to shipment, ensuring that they arrive fully
optimised for your business – right out of the box.
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Toner Save/Draft Mode

Delayed Faxing
Secure Function Lock

Colour Restrict
Toner Contracts
Click Charge

Lower costs and take control of your
printing environment
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Of all of your business expenditures, printing costs are one of the
toughest to budget for. This means that your unmanaged print
environment could result in significant hidden expenses that are difficult
to identify, much less address. Thankfully, with Brother Managed Print
Services, you can now enjoy flexible ways to gain control of your printing
usage and running costs once and for all.
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Toner Save/Draft Mode
Use less toner or ink for your everyday printing needs
Unless we are printing documents or collaterals for presentations or
marketing purposes, we can save money and the environment by printing
in Toner Save (laser printers) or Draft Mode (inkjet printers). By using less
toner or ink when printing, copying and receiving faxes, these modes not
only help to reduce printing costs, but also how frequently you have to
replace these supplies.
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Delayed Faxing
Lower costs by utilising off-peak charges when faxing
Choose to automatically send all your faxes during selected times of the
day when phone call charges are lower. Instead of waiting until off-peak
times before manually sending your faxes, Delayed Faxing allows you
to automatically save your faxes into the device’s memory, and transmit
them only when call charges are reduced.
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Secure Function Lock
Cut costs by limiting the number of pages
each user can print
Prevent excessive printing and save on replacing costly consumables.
With Secure Function Lock you don’t need to be physically around your
Brother machine to ensure that it is not being misused. Secure Function
Lock allows administrators to set daily, weekly or even monthly print
allowances for each user. Once these limits are reached, the supported
Brother device will stop printing until the user’s allowance is increased
or reset.
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Colour Restrict
Restrict unnecessary colour printing on your machines
Colour Restrict allows organisations to place Brother colour laser and
LED printing devices into environments that you would normally only be
able to print in black and white. Configurable from the printer driver and
protected by administrator PIN, it’s easy and secure to prevent users
from wasting colour toner on documents that do not have to be printed in
colour.
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Toner Contracts
Don’t let your printing costs spiral out of control
On the surface, you could calculate your printing costs based on your initial
investment of the hardware itself and the supplies you use each month. Simple,
right? But what many businesses fail to realise, is that there are numerous hidden
factors such as the overstocking of supplies, printer support and maintenance, and
device redundancies that will add substantially to the costs of running your printing
environment.
Say goodbye to hidden printing costs
If you want absolute visibility into your printing costs, then count on a partner
with over 50 years of print expertise. Whether you are looking for a new printing
infrastructure for your organisation, or for a more cost-effective supplies contract
for your existing fleet, Brother offers you a choice of toner contracts to best suit
your needs.
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Toner Contracts
Don’t let your printing costs spiral out of control

Toner Save/Draft Mode

On the surface, you could calculate your printing costs based on your initial
investment of the hardware itself and the supplies you use each month. Simple,
right? But what many businesses fail to realise, is that there are numerous hidden
factors such as the overstocking of supplies, printer support and maintenance, and
device redundancies that will add substantially to the costs of running your printing
environment.

Delayed Faxing
Secure Function Lock

Colour Restrict
Toner Contracts
Click Charge

Scanning

Cost-effective
printing and
imaging package

Fixed monthly
subscription
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Brother Toner Management Program
Enjoy all the benefits of a fully optimised printing infrastructure without costly initial
investments. With the Brother Toner Management Program, all you have to do,
is enter into a supply agreement with Brother, and we’ll provide the printing and
imaging solutions*. What’s more, this program covers every aspect of your printing
environment, from the replenishing of your toner supplies to the maintenance of the
devices – all included for the duration of the contract.
Brother Level Pay
For businesses planning to deploy a fleet of Brother printers, Level Pay offers a
toner-only contract for substantial cost-savings on your supplies. Based on a
pre-agreed supplies usage over a period, the Level Pay contract consists of a
fixed monthly subscription so that you can gain absolute control over your printing
costs.

*Terms and conditions apply.
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Click Charge
Flexible purchasing options for the
latest printing technology
For any business looking to implement a new printing environment, or to replace
an existing one, it can be extremely difficult to gain visibility into the hidden
expenses involved. In fact, research shows that many companies are finding it a
challenge to control their ever-increasing printing costs as they grow in size.
Pay for what you print. Never more.
With Brother Click Charge programs, you’ll never have to worry about unmanaged
printing costs again. Whether you prefer to own your printing hardware outright or
lease, every Click Charge program offers fair and easy-to-understand billing that
will not only lower your printing expenses with no hidden costs, but also free up
your resources to focus on more important business functions.
Click Charge program in 4 easy steps
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Assess
We conduct a print assessment of your
office environment to determine your
requirements and recommend a tailormade solution
Choose
Buy or lease your printers and choose a
Click Charge contract

Implement
Once your contract is finalised, our team
of professionals will install your devices
and provide training
Start printing and monitoring
Device and print volume monitoring
software will be installed, and you can
start enjoying your optimised print
environment
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Click Charge
Flexible purchasing options for the
latest printing technology
For any business looking to implement a new printing environment, or to replace
an existing one, it can be extremely difficult to gain visibility into the hidden
expenses involved. In fact, research shows that many companies are finding it a
challenge to control their ever-increasing printing costs as they grow in size.
Lease & Click
For businesses looking to lease the latest Brother printers, you’ll only have to pay
a base rate for the lease of our machines at a fixed monthly fee, and simply pay for
the pages you print.
All-in-Click
This flexible programme allows you to rent the device with no capital investment.
All you have to do, is set a minimum print volume, and pay a recurring fee for an
agreed number of printed pages with both machine rental and supplies included in
a single price.
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Purchase & Click
Want the peace of mind of owning your printing hardware without the burden
of managing your printing supplies? With Purchase & Click, you simply purchase
the machine and pay for your prints on a ‘per print’ basis. We’ll take care of
everything else.
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Click Charge
Flexible purchasing options for the
latest printing technology
For any business looking to implement a new printing environment, or to replace
an existing one, it can be extremely difficult to gain visibility into the hidden
expenses involved. In fact, research shows that many companies are finding it a
challenge to control their ever-increasing printing costs as they grow in size.

Click Charge
The latest Brother
devices to suit
your needs

Value-added
service offerings over
the contract period
for a complete peace
of mind

BENEFITS OF
BROTHER CLICK CHARGE
PROGRAMS
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Free training
and support

Fast, reliable
response time for
repair and service
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Mobile & Cloud
Brother SupportCentre

Brother iPrint&Scan
Mobile Printing
Brother Cloud Apps

Brother WebConnect
Wi-Fi Direct®

Mobile and cloud solutions for on-the-go
productivity
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In an increasingly connected world, businesses have become more agile
with smartphones, tablets and mobile-connected laptops fast replacing
the need for a static workstation. Taking full advantage of this new era
of global connectivity, Brother mobile and cloud solutions make it easier
than ever before to troubleshoot problems, scan, print and share your
information.

Contact Us

Why Brother?

Mobile & Cloud
Brother SupportCentre

Brother iPrint&Scan
Mobile Printing
Brother Cloud Apps

Brother WebConnect
Wi-Fi Direct®
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Brother SupportCentre
Customer support, reinvented
Getting the information you need about your print devices can be a challenging
task. Too often, IT managers and business owners find themselves wasting
precious time searching online for the appropriate product information and
support. But what if one simple mobile app could provide everything you need to
know about your Brother product?
An entire support centre, right in the palm of your hands
Introducing Brother SupportCenter, a mobile app that provides the latest support
information for your Brother products. This easy-to-use app gives you access to
setup information, product manuals, FAQs and troubleshooting tips. What’s more,
if you need to contact Brother for support, there is a direct link from within the app
to contact our friendly customer service team.
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Brother SupportCentre
Customer support, reinvented
Getting the information you need about your print devices can be a challenging
task. Too often, IT managers and business owners find themselves wasting
precious time searching online for the appropriate product information and
support. But what if one simple mobile app could provide everything you need to
know about your Brother product?
Instant access to essential product information
Conveniently watch product setup videos or view the quick setup guide on your
mobile device to get started. You’ll even find product manuals for your specific
Brother machines here.
The easiest way to find product support
When you need some assistance, you can refer to the FAQs and troubleshooting
tips for your Brother device. Furthermore, you can always contact us for additional
support through a direct link.
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Gain insights on your device
View your product’s network status, serial number, and remaining amount of ink or
toner. You can also learn more about ordering ink or toner for your product, or how
to recycle your old cartridges.
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Brother iPrint&Scan*
Wireless printing and scanning straight from your
mobile devices
An increasing number of users are turning to smartphones and tablets to conduct
various aspects of business. However, many businesses are still finding themselves
unable to break free from the need to print or scan documents through traditional
workstations and notebook PCs.
No PC? No Problem.
Start printing and scanning directly from your smartphone or tablet without the
need for a PC. Brother iPrint&Scan is a free app that lets you print from and scan
to your Android and Apple mobile devices by simply connecting them to your
Brother printer or MFC through your wireless network. Simply tap your Brother
iPrint&Scan app, find the photo, document or webpage that you want to print and
hit the print button. Your document will then be sent wirelessly to your Brother
printer in an instant.
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*Brother iPrint&Scan is applicable to selected models
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Brother iPrint&Scan*
Wireless printing and scanning straight from your
mobile devices
An increasing number of users are turning to smartphones and tablets to conduct
various aspects of business. However, many businesses are still finding themselves
unable to break free from the need to print or scan documents through traditional
workstations and notebook PCs.
One app is all you need
Simply download the Brother iPrint&Scan app from the Apple App Store or Google
Play Store, and start printing business documents, images, and web pages.
What’s more, you can now scan documents directly to your mobile device in an
instant – no computer required.
Connect to your devices automatically
Forget about complicated setups and driver installations. Brother iPrint&Scan
automatically searches for compatible printers, MFCs and scanners on your local
wireless network, and lets you connect to them effortlessly.
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Brother iPrint&Scan*
Wireless printing and scanning straight from your
mobile devices
An increasing number of users are turning to smartphones and tablets to conduct
various aspects of business. However, many businesses are still finding themselves
unable to break free from the need to print or scan documents through traditional
workstations and notebook PCs.
Print from the cloud, from the palm of your hand
Start printing your documents and photos directly from your Dropbox, Google
Drive™, OneDrive® and Evernote® accounts. For mobile devices that support
Google Cloud Print™, you can even send prints remotely to your Brother printer
from wherever you have an internet connection.
Advanced features made simple (available on selected devices)
More than just a basic print and scan app, Brother iPrint&Scan offers simplified
connection between your mobile and print devices, as well as fax sending and
preview directly from your mobile device (requires access to your device’s address
book).
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Brother Cloud Apps
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Mobile Printing
Seamlessly integrate mobile devices into your workflow
While smartphones and tablets are vital tools in today’s business environment,
studies have shown that users prefer reading printed documents rather than on the
screens of their mobile devices. But without the means to directly print from these
devices, many find themselves having to take the extra step of sending documents
to a computer before printing them out.
Optimised for mobile printing
Enjoy the convenience of using your wireless network to print from your
smartphones and tablets. Compatible Brother devices offer a number of options
for leading mobile operating systems, making it easy for you to start printing from
just about any brand of mobile devices in the market.
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Mobile Printing
Seamlessly integrate mobile devices into your workflow
While smartphones and tablets are vital tools in today’s business environment,
studies have shown that users prefer reading printed documents rather than on the
screens of their mobile devices. But without the means to directly print from these
devices, many find themselves having to take the extra step of sending documents
to a computer before printing them out.
AirPrint™
Just pick up your Apple device and start printing without the need for a PC or
cables. Brother machines with AirPrint allow you to wirelessly print directly from
your Mac®, iPhone®, iPad®, iPod touch® and other AirPrint compatible Apple®
devices on the same network. No additional programs to download, no cables to
connect. Just click to print whenever your Apple mobile device is connected to the
same network as your compatible Brother printer.
Mopria™
Mopria™ is a mobile printing standard that enables simple printing between all
Mopria-certified mobile devices and a range of printers and MFCs. As a member
of the Mopria Alliance, compatible Brother printers allow users to easily access
wireless printing from their mobile devices without additional set-up procedures.
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Mobile Printing
Seamlessly integrate mobile devices into your workflow
While smartphones and tablets are vital tools in today’s business environment,
studies have shown that users prefer reading printed documents rather than on the
screens of their mobile devices. But without the means to directly print from these
devices, many find themselves having to take the extra step of sending documents
to a computer before printing them out.
Google Cloud Print™ Support
Now, you won’t have to wait until you get back to the office to print an urgent
document. Google Cloud Print™ is a cloud based print solution which allows you
to potentially print from anywhere in the world to your web-connected Brother
machine without the need for a PC or cables. Start printing from the airport, a
hotel, another office, or even from a friend’s home, or anywhere you have an
internet connection.
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Brother Cloud Apps*
Productivity powered by the cloud
Surprisingly, there are many common and seemingly simple documentation tasks that
can take a painfully long time to perform. Worst of all, you’ll often require a computer
as well as specialised programs and knowledge to do so. If only there were a way to
get it all done right at the printer itself.
Create, edit and share with Brother
With Brother Cloud Apps, now you can. Brother Cloud Apps is a free suite of
innovative, cloud-based applications that you can access directly from selected
Brother machines with an internet connection. By empowering you with valuable
creation, editing, and conversion tools, you’ll be amazed by how much you can do
right from your machine, without using a computer.

Connect
Brother
Cloud Apps
Back to Printing Solutions Overview

*Applicable to selected models
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Brother Cloud Apps*
Productivity powered by the cloud
Surprisingly, there are many common and seemingly simple documentation tasks
that can take a painfully long time to perform. Worst of all, you’ll often require a
computer as well as specialised programs and knowledge to do so. If only there
were a way to get it all done right at the printer itself.
Brother CreativeCentre
It’s time to get creative. Brother CreativeCentre templates give you on-demand
access to a variety of commonly-used business documents such as planners,
note-taking forms, signage, as well as fun seasonal documents directly from your
LCD screen.
Scan to Office
Turn your hard copy document into an editable softcopy. The Brother Scan to
Office app scans your hard copy document and uses OCR (Optical Character
Recognition) to convert it into a Word®, Excel®, or PowerPoint® file with editable
text.
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Brother Cloud Apps*
Productivity powered by the cloud
Surprisingly, there are many common and seemingly simple documentation tasks
that can take a painfully long time to perform. Worst of all, you’ll often require a
computer as well as specialised programs and knowledge to do so. If only there
were a way to get it all done right at the printer itself.
Outline&Copy/Scan/Remove
Scan only the important information and leave out the rest. All you have to do, is
use a red marker to outline the section of the document you would like to keep
(Outline&Copy/Scan) or remove (Outline&Remove), and these Brother apps will
automatically remove the unwanted information, creating a new document with
only the elements you want.
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Brother Cloud Apps*
Productivity powered by the cloud
Surprisingly, there are many common and seemingly simple documentation tasks
that can take a painfully long time to perform. Worst of all, you’ll often require a
computer as well as specialised programs and knowledge to do so. If only there
were a way to get it all done right at the printer itself.
NoteScan
Effortlessly convert your handwritten notes into digital files. Simply print a NoteScan
template option from the machine display, and use it to write down your notes
throughout the day. Once you are done, scan this document using the NoteScan
app, and the pages of notes will be automatically separated, rotated, and converted
into a series of JPEGs for easy archiving and sharing.
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Brother Cloud Apps*
Productivity powered by the cloud
Surprisingly, there are many common and seemingly simple documentation tasks
that can take a painfully long time to perform. Worst of all, you’ll often require a
computer as well as specialised programs and knowledge to do so. If only there
were a way to get it all done right at the printer itself.
Easy Scan to E-mail
Share hard copy documents virtually anywhere in the world via e-mail without
using a computer. The Brother Easy Scan to E-mail app is the simplest way to
send scanned documents to an e-mail address on your Brother device at the push
of a button.
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Brother WebConnect*
Groundbreaking cloud-connectivity
for your business needs
With businesses embracing cloud storage and social media services, users can
now share and collaborate anywhere in the world in an instant. However, getting
paper-based content to these services often requires a multi-step workflow or
costly middleware for document processing and routing.
Get it all done in the cloud
Count on the award-winning Brother WebConnect to eliminate that problem. Many
Brother machines include this innovative feature, providing a seamless method
of uploading, processing and routing hard copy documents to a wide range of
social media and cloud services. Best of all, you can do all this straight from your
machine’s control panel.

Link up directly with top cloud services
Conveniently print images and documents direct from Google Drive™, Dropbox,
Evernote™, Flickr®, Facebook®, Microsoft® OneDrive, OneNote, Box® without
having to use a computer or attaching cables. As long as your Brother “Web
Connect” supported printing device has access to the Internet, you can effortlessly
print directly from the cloud.
*Applicable to selected models.
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Brother WebConnect*
Groundbreaking cloud-connectivity
for your business needs
With businesses embracing cloud storage and social media services, users can
now share and collaborate anywhere in the world in an instant. However, getting
paper-based content to these services often requires a multi-step workflow or
costly middleware for document processing and routing.
Don’t just scan; edit and create
While other printers may provide the ability to scan image files to the cloud, Brother
WebConnect includes OCR processing in the cloud, enabling users to create
searchable, editable PDF, DOC, XLS and PPT files without the need for a computer.
Readily access and print from the cloud
More than just a convenient scanning and storage feature for the cloud, Brother
WebConnect offers a print-from-cloud function, allowing you to navigate folders at
your Brother machine’s control panel and simply print the files you require.
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Wi-Fi Direct®
Print without the need for a wireless access point
Print and scan directly from your wireless enabled devices, including
computers that support iPrint&Scan, Google Cloud Print™ or Apple
AirPrint. Wi-Fi Direct® allows you to connect two devices together going
through a wireless access point (router). It is easy to setup and secure,
and perfect for situations where a wireless access point is not available or
accessible at all.
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Productivity
Job Separation
Match Media
Skip Tray
ID Print
Poster Print
Enlarge/Reduce Copied Documents
N-in-One Printing
Booklet Printing
Quiet/Silent Mode
Internal Fonts (Emulation)
Skip Blank Page when Printing/Copying
Enlarge Text Copy
Dial Shortcuts
LDAP Compatible
SAP®
Citrix®
Pira®
Cerner®
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Boost efficiency and productivity in
your organisation
Don’t let your printing environment slow you down. Brother’s range of
printing solutions was designed to maximise your business efficiencies
and capabilities, equipping you with the tools and innovations you need to
reach your true business potential.
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Job Separation
Batch print sorting for easy identification of print jobs
For offices with high volume printing, it can be difficult to find your print
job from the many other printed documents in the output tray. Brother
machines that support Job Separation will insert a blank piece of paper
between different print jobs to separate them. This feature also allows
you to insert coloured paper from another tray, making it even easier to
identify and separate print jobs.
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Match Media
Reduce the instances of printing to the wrong media
When printing to different media or paper types, such as a mixture of
letterhead, coloured or plain paper, users could easily print from the
wrong tray by accident. This new feature lets you assign an identity to
each tray, which end users can easily recognise from the printer driver.
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Skip Tray
Protect media in selected trays from accidental printing
Add another level of protection to your media and paper resources. IT
administrators can configure their printer so that selected paper trays are
not used for regular printing.
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ID Print
Add print identification to every document
Easily identify and add an extra layer of security to your printed
documents. The ID Print feature allows you to add some personal
identification (laser printers only), or the date and time to every printed
page. This helps to make your documents easier to identify, as well as
deterring others from making unauthorised copies.
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Poster Print
Print large posters even if your device does not
support it
Need to create a bigger impact and don’t have much time, money
or the resources to do so? This feature allows you to easily create a
poster-sized printout by enlarging your print size across 2x2, 3x3, 4x4,
5x5 sheets of paper, saving you the costs of printing your poster at a
commercial printing service.
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Enlarge/Reduce Copied Documents
Resize your documents with the greater ease
Manually resizing documents on a computer can be time-consuming.
Brother machines allow you to copy your documents, images or even
photographs from one paper size to another, (for example from A4 to
A5), and have it automatically resized to fit that paper without any tedious
process involved.
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N-in-One Printing
Print more while using less paper
Automatically scale down each printed page so that multiple pages can
fit onto a single printed page. N-in-One Printing allows you to reduce your
printing costs and environmental impact by condensing 2, 4, 9, 16 or
even 25 pages into a single sheet of paper.
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Booklet Printing
Print professional-looking booklets
Create professional-quality booklets without the hefty price tag. At no
extra cost, Brother machines with automatic 2-sided printing function can
produce impressive A5 booklets by printing 4 pages to every sheet of
A4 paper and then folding it in the middle. This allows you to easily and
affordably produce stunning looking booklets, short manuals, and other
promotional materials while saving up to 75% on paper.
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Quiet/Silent Mode
Reduce distracting printing and copying noise
The noise generated by printing and copying operations can be too
loud and distracting in quiet environments such as libraries, universities,
or hospitals. Quiet/silent mode reduces the noise of the machine when
printing and copying by slowing down the print speed, creating a much
more pleasant overall environment.
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Internal Fonts (Emulation)
Improved compatibility for driverless printing
Print without installation of printer drivers. Brother machines with
internal fonts offer added support for environments that do not support
printer drivers or standard print systems. Internal Fonts are stored in
your Brother machine’s ROM and are always available for use, allowing
document typefaces to be more accurately reproduced.
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Skip Blank Page when Printing/Copying
Automatically skip blank pages to save time and money
When printing or copying electronic documents, it’s common to find many
blank pages within the document. These blank pages will also appear in
your printed or copied document, making the process longer to complete,
and wasting paper unnecessarily. The skip blank page feature can
recognise these blank pages and ignore them when printing, helping you
save time, paper and costs.
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Enlarge Text Copy
Automatically enlarge small, hard to read text on
printed documents
If the size of the text on your original document is too small to read
comfortably, the Enlarge Text Copy feature allows you to copy the
original document, send it to the cloud to be automatically enlarged, then
reprinted with larger, clearer text for easier reading. This is not only easier
on the eyes, but helps to cut down on wastage from unreadable prints.
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Dial Shortcuts
Save your frequently dialled fax numbers for
increased productivity
When you have to remember all the fax numbers that you use on a
regular basis, and then manually dial them every time you need to send
a fax, it can be very time-consuming. With Dial Shortcuts on Brother
fax capable machines, you can simply save your frequently used fax
numbers directly to your device, and access them through a series of
handy buttons (One Touch Dials) or Speed Dials.
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LDAP Compatible
Connect your Brother device to LDAP supported
address book
Eliminate the need to duplicate email addresses and fax numbers stored
on your company’s email server for uploading to your Multi-Function
Centres. Simply give your Brother Multi-Function Centres access
to the fax numbers and email addresses stored on your company’s
LDAP enabled email server, and all changes to your contacts will be
automatically reflected whenever they are added, edited or removed.
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SAP®
Full compatibility with SAP solutions
As one of the first companies to join the SAP Printer Vendor Program
as a gold level member, Brother works closely with SAP to maximise
compatibility between its software and our hardware. As a result,
Brother’s ‘SAP Printer Vendor Solution’ approved products will maximise
printing performance from SAP applications – with the ability to utilise full
print options, as well as extending printing capabilities to specialist fonts
and barcodes.
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Citrix®
Hassle-free compatibility with Citrix
Benefit from hassle-free printing and scanning in environments that
are typically more difficult to achieve. Since 2010, Brother has officially
been testing our drivers with Citrix, and we are committed to bringing
maximum compatibility for professional-quality printing and scanning on
existing and future platforms.
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Pira®
Print cheques with the confidence that they cannot be
fraudulently changed
Handwriting your business checks can be tedious, and generating them
through the bank is laborious. What’s more, using a dot matrix printer is
slow and conventional secure laser printers are costly. The toner used
by Pira approved Brother printers confirms to strict adhesion standards,
meaning that it cannot be removed or edited without leaving traceable
markings behind.
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Cerner®
Cerner-ready solutions upon shipment
Selected Brother printers have been approved by Cerner – one of the
leading global healthcare information technology providers. This means
these machines will fit into existing Cerner setups without any fuss, and
any IT professional working in healthcare can simply unbox and install.
Best of all, these solutions come automatic 2-sided function, helping to
save up to 50% on paper costs.
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Paper Handling Solutions

Advanced paper handling features to keep
up with your business
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Choosing a business printing solution is a huge investment. Which is
why it is important for you to choose a partner that is both flexible and
expandable to accommodate your business’ future growth. To keep
up with increasing printing volumes and the need to print in different
paper sizes, Brother printing solutions offer expandable paper handling
capabilities and options to adapt to your evolving business needs.
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Paper Handling Solutions
Broaden your printing capabilities
Choosing a printing solution for your current needs is simple. However, if you have
invested in printers with limited paper handling options, you may find your printing
productivity grinding to a standstill as your business needs grow and change.
Printing solutions that grow with your needs
Brother printers and MFCs which offer advanced paper handling features are wellequipped to grow together with your business. Whether you require greater input
capacity, the ability to handle a variety of media, or even carbon copy functionality,
we have the printing solutions to suit your needs.
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Paper Handling Solutions
Broaden your printing capabilities
Choosing a printing solution for your current needs is simple. However, if you have
invested in printers with limited paper-handling options, you may find your printing
productivity grinding to a standstill as your business needs grow and change.
Paper Handling
Brother printer and MFC models with optional paper tray and tower tray accessories
allow you to create bespoke units for your business’ unique needs. With the flexibility
to increase your input capacity and add mailboxes to sort and collate, Brother’s
modular printing solutions are ideal for a broad range of industries and organisations.
Carbon Copy
For industries such as freight and logistics which require carbon copy functionality,
selected Brother printers can automatically print one page of data to different paper
types by changing the paper source. This carbon copy functionality allows you to
make multiple copies as though you are printing on carbon paper using a dot matrix
printer.
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Broad Media Versatility
Especially suited for the healthcare and hospital industry, selected Brother models
with specifically designed paper trays can be used simultaneously for various print
requirements. For example, you can load letterhead paper into one tray, prescription
paper into a separate tray, and standard paper into a tray of its own. This means that
you won’t need to load new paper every time you log a new print job.
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MFC-L5900DW

MFC-L6900DW

HL-3150CDN

HL-3170DW

MFC-9140CDN

MFC-9330CDW

Remotely View The Status Of Your Machine
(Status Monitor)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Automatic Software Installation (Install Wizard)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Manual Software Installation (Device Driver Only)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Customised Software Installation
(Driver Deployment Wizard)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

FLEET/PRINT MANAGEMENT

Unattended / Silent Software Installation

•

•

MSI Installers (Windows® Installers)

•

•

Mobile & Cloud

Web Browser Administration
(Embedded Web Server)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Productivity

Multiple Device Administration (BRAdmin)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fleet/Print Management

Import / Export Device Settings

•

•

Device Notification Alerts (E-mail Notifications)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Device Level Usage Reports (Job Logging)

•

•

•

•

•

•

PaperCut NG

•

•

•

•

•

•

PaperCut MF

•

•

Document Capture &
Workflow

Security & Cost Savings
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HL-L8250CDN

HL-L8350CDW

MFC-L8850CDW

MFC-L9550CDW

Remotely View The Status Of Your Machine
(Status Monitor)

•

•

•

•

Automatic Software Installation (Install Wizard)

•

•

•

•

Manual Software Installation (Device Driver Only)

•

•

•

•

Customised Software Installation
(Driver Deployment Wizard)

•

•

•

•

Unattended / Silent Software Installation

•

•

•

•

Web Browser Administration
(Embedded Web Server)

•

•

•

•

Productivity

Multiple Device Administration (BRAdmin)

•

•

•

•

Fleet/Print Management

Import / Export Device Settings
Device Notification Alerts (E-mail Notifications)

•

•

•

•

Device Level Usage Reports (Job Logging)

•

•

•

•

PaperCut NG

•

•

•

•

•

•

Document Capture &
Workflow
Mobile & Cloud

Security & Cost Savings

FLEET/PRINT MANAGEMENT

MSI Installers (Windows® Installers)

PaperCut MF

Back to Printing
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Printing
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Line-up
(Laser)
Document Capture &
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Printing
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HL-L2320D

HL-L2360DN

HL-L2365DW

DCP-L2540DW

MFC-L2700D

MFC-L2700DW

Print Watermarks (Watermark Print)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Use Less Toner (Toner Save) Or Ink (Ink Save)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

SECURITY & COST SAVINGS

Utilise Off-peak Charges When Faxing
(Delayed Faxing)
Secure Scan (Outline Scan)
Secure External Document Archiving & Sharing (Scan
To SFTP)
Scan To Signed PDF

Mobile & Cloud

Scan To Secure PDF

Productivity

Secure Printing With SSL (SSL Print)

Secure Printing Using A PIN (Secure Print)

Fleet/Print Management

Secure Wired & Wireless Network Access (802.1x)

Security & Cost Savings

Secure Wired & Wireless Network Access (IPsec)
Setting Printing Limits (Secure Function Lock)

•

Control Functionality (Secure Function Lock)

•

Active Directory /LDAP Authentication
Active Directory /LDAP Authentication Secure Print
Restrict Colour Printing (Colour Restrict)

•

•

Restricting Access To The Device’s Control Panel (Panel
Lock)
Restricting Selected Protocols (Protocol Control)

•

•

•

•

Restricting Network Access (IP Filter)

•

•

•

•
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Line-up
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MFC-L2740DW

HL-L5100DN

HL-L6200DW

HL-L6400DW

DCP-L5600DN

MFC-L5700DN

Print Watermarks (Watermark Print)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Use Less Toner (Toner Save) Or Ink (Ink Save)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Utilise Off-peak Charges When Faxing
(Delayed Faxing)

•

Secure Scan (Outline Scan)

•

SECURITY & COST SAVINGS

•

Secure External Document Archiving & Sharing (Scan
To SFTP)

•

•

•

•

Scan To Signed PDF

•

•

•

Scan To Secure PDF

•

•

•

Secure Printing Using A PIN (Secure Print)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Secure Printing With SSL (SSL Print)

•

•

•

•

•

Fleet/Print Management

Secure Wired & Wireless Network Access (802.1x)

•

•

•

•

•

Security & Cost Savings

Secure Wired & Wireless Network Access (IPsec)

•

•

•

•

•

Productivity

Setting Printing Limits (Secure Function Lock)

•

Control Functionality (Secure Function Lock)

•

Active Directory /LDAP Authentication

•

•

•

Active Directory /LDAP Authentication Secure Print

•

•

•

•

•

•

Restrict Colour Printing (Colour Restrict)
Restricting Access To The Device’s Control Panel (Panel
Lock)

•

Restricting Selected Protocols (Protocol Control)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Restricting Network Access (IP Filter)

•

•

•

•

•

•
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MFC-L5900DW

MFC-L6900DW

HL-3150CDN

HL-3170DW

MFC-9140CDN

MFC-9330CDW

Print Watermarks (Watermark Print)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Use Less Toner (Toner Save) Or Ink (Ink Save)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Utilise Off-peak Charges When Faxing
(Delayed Faxing)

•

•

•

•

Secure Scan (Outline Scan)

•

•

Secure External Document Archiving & Sharing (Scan
To SFTP)

•

•

Scan To Signed PDF

•

•

•

•

Scan To Secure PDF

•

•

•

•

SECURITY & COST SAVINGS

Productivity

Secure Printing Using A PIN (Secure Print)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Secure Printing With SSL (SSL Print)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fleet/Print Management

Secure Wired & Wireless Network Access (802.1x)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Security & Cost Savings

Secure Wired & Wireless Network Access (IPsec)

•

•

Setting Printing Limits (Secure Function Lock)

•

•

•

•

Control Functionality (Secure Function Lock)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Active Directory /LDAP Authentication

•

•

Active Directory /LDAP Authentication Secure Print

•

•

Restrict Colour Printing (Colour Restrict)
Restricting Access To The Device’s Control Panel (Panel
Lock)

•

•

Restricting Selected Protocols (Protocol Control)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Restricting Network Access (IP Filter)

•

•

•

•

•

•
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HL-L8250CDN

HL-L8350CDW

MFC-L8850CDW

MFC-L9550CDW

Print Watermarks (Watermark Print)

•

•

•

•

Use Less Toner (Toner Save) Or Ink (Ink Save)

•

•

•

•

Utilise Off-peak Charges When Faxing
(Delayed Faxing)

•

•

Secure Scan (Outline Scan)

•

•

Secure External Document Archiving & Sharing (Scan
To SFTP)

•

•

Scan To Signed PDF

•

•

Scan To Secure PDF

•

•

SECURITY & COST SAVINGS

Secure Printing Using A PIN (Secure Print)

•

•

•

•

Secure Printing With SSL (SSL Print)

•

•

•

•

Fleet/Print Management

Secure Wired & Wireless Network Access (802.1x)

•

•

•

•

Security & Cost Savings

Secure Wired & Wireless Network Access (IPsec)

•

•

•

•

Productivity

Setting Printing Limits (Secure Function Lock)
Control Functionality (Secure Function Lock)
Active Directory /LDAP Authentication

•

•

Active Directory /LDAP Authentication Secure Print

•

•

•

•

•

•

Restrict Colour Printing (Colour Restrict)

•

•

Restricting Access To The Device’s Control Panel (Panel
Lock)

Back to Printing
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Restricting Selected Protocols (Protocol Control)

•

•

•

•

Restricting Network Access (IP Filter)

•

•

•

•

Why Brother?

Printing
Solutions
Line-up
(Inkjet)
Document Capture &
Workflow
Mobile & Cloud
Productivity
Fleet/Print Management

Security & Cost Savings

Printing

Scanning

Labelling

Service and Warranty

Contact Us

DCP-T300

DCP-T500W

DCP-T700W

MFC-T800W

•

•

•

•

DOCUMENT CAPTURE & WORKFLOW
Print directly from and Scan to a USB Flash Memory Drive
Scan both sides of a document automatically (Duplex fax, copy & scan)
Print barcodes (Barcode print)
Identification Card Copy (ID Copy)
Send & receive faxes using a computer (PC Fax) Mono only

•

Send & receive faxes using the Internet (Internet-Fax)
Retrieve your faxes remotely (Remote Fax)
Scan directly to the web (Brother Web Connect)
Scan to & print from Microsoft® Office
Document archiving & sharing (Scan to Network Folder (CIFS / SMB))
External document archiving & sharing (Scan to FTP)
Scan documents directly to an e-mail address (Easy Scan to email)
Scan documents directly to an e-mail address (Easy Scan to email Server)
Scan to PDF/A
Scan to Single Page PDF
Scan directly into SharePoint on premise
Edit scanned text (Scan to OCR)

•

Skip blank page when scanning

Back to Printing
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Printing

Scanning

Labelling

Service and Warranty

Contact Us

MFC-J2330DW

MFC-J2730DW

MFC-J3530DW

MFC-J3930DW

•

•

•

•

DOCUMENT CAPTURE & WORKFLOW
Print directly from and Scan to a USB Flash Memory Drive
Scan both sides of a document automatically (Duplex fax, copy & scan)

•

•

Print barcodes (Barcode print)

•

•

•

•

Identification Card Copy (ID Copy)

•

•

•

•

Send & receive faxes using a computer (PC Fax) Mono only

•

•

•

•

Send & receive faxes using the Internet (Internet-Fax)

•

•

•

•

Retrieve your faxes remotely (Remote Fax)

•

•

•

•

Scan directly to the web (Brother Web Connect)

•

•

•

•

Scan to & print from Microsoft Office

•

•

•

•

Document archiving & sharing (Scan to Network Folder (CIFS / SMB))

•

•

•

•

External document archiving & sharing (Scan to FTP)

•

•

•

•

Scan documents directly to an e-mail address (Easy Scan to email)

•

•

•

•

Scan documents directly to an e-mail address (Easy Scan to email Server)

•

•

•

•

Scan to PDF/A

•

•

•

•

Scan to Single Page PDF

•

•

•

•

Scan directly into SharePoint on premise

•

•

•

•

Edit scanned text (Scan to OCR)

•

•

•

•

Skip blank page when scanning

•

•

•

•

®

Why Brother?

Printing
Solutions
Line-up
(Inkjet)

Printing

Scanning

Labelling

DCP-T300

Service and Warranty

Contact Us

DCP-T500W

DCP-T700W

MFC-T800W

•

•

•

•

•

•

MOBILE & CLOUD
Printing from & scanning to Mobile Devices (iPrint&Scan)
Printing from iPads, iPhones & iPods (Apple AirPrint)
Print from Google Cloud Print™ enabled mobile devices over the web
Print directly from the web (Brother Web Connect)
Wi-Fi Direct™

Document Capture &
Workflow
Mobile & Cloud
Productivity
Fleet/Print Management

Security & Cost Savings
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Printing

Scanning

Labelling

Service and Warranty
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MFC-J2330DW

MFC-J2730DW

MFC-J3530DW

MFC-J3930DW

Printing from & scanning to Mobile Devices (iPrint&Scan)

•

•

•

•

Printing from iPads, iPhones & iPods (Apple AirPrint)

•

•

•

•

Print from Google Cloud Print™ enabled mobile devices over the web

•

•

•

•

Print directly from the web (Brother Web Connect)

•

•

•

•

Wi-Fi Direct™

•

•

•

•

MOBILE & CLOUD

Why Brother?

Printing
Solutions
Line-up
(Inkjet)
Document Capture &
Workflow
Mobile & Cloud
Productivity
Fleet/Print Management

Printing

Scanning

Labelling

Service and Warranty

Contact Us

DCP-T300

DCP-T500W

DCP-T700W

MFC-T800W

Printing to larger than supported paper types (Poster Print)

•

•

•

•

Enlarge / reduce copied documents

•

•

•

•

Use less paper (N-in-One)

•

•

•

•

PRODUCTIVITY
Print identification to each document (ID Print)1

Print professional-looking booklets
Reduce printing & copying noise (Quiet / Silent Mode)
Easy Read (Enlarge Text Copy)
Scan Shortcuts
Connect your Brother device to LDAP supported address book
1. Able to print date and time only.

Security & Cost Savings
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MFC-J2330DW

MFC-J2730DW

MFC-J3530DW

MFC-J3930DW

Print identification to each document (ID Print)1

•

•

•

•

Printing to larger than supported paper types (Poster Print)

•

•

•

•

Enlarge / reduce copied documents

•

•

•

•

Use less paper (N-in-One)

•

•

•

•

PRODUCTIVITY

Print professional-looking booklets

•

•

•

•

Reduce printing & copying noise (Quiet / Silent Mode)

•

•

•

•

Easy Read (Enlarge Text Copy)

•

•

•

•

Scan Shortcuts

•

•

•

•

Connect your Brother device to LDAP supported address book

•

•

•

•

1. Able to print date and time only.

Why Brother?
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Printing
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DCP-T300

DCP-T500W

DCP-T700W

MFC-T800W

Remotely view the status of your machine (Status Monitor)

•

•

•

•

Automatic software installation (Install wizard)

•

•

•

•

Manual software installation (Device driver only)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

FLEET/PRINT MANAGEMENT

Customised software installation (Driver Deployment Wizard)
Unattended / Silent software installation
MSI Installers (Windows® Installers)
Web browser administration (Embedded Web Server)
Multiple device administration (BRAdmin)1
Device notification alerts (E-mail Notifications)
1. DCP-T500, DCP-T700W and DCP-T800W comes with BRAdmin Light Version.

Security & Cost Savings
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Printing
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MFC-J2330DW

MFC-J2730DW

MFC-J3530DW

MFC-J3930DW

Remotely view the status of your machine (Status Monitor)

•

•

•

•

Automatic software installation (Install wizard)

•

•

•

•

Manual software installation (Device driver only)

•

•

•

•

Customised software installation (Driver Deployment Wizard)

•

•

•

•

Unattended / Silent software installation

•

•

•

•

MSI Installers (Windows® Installers)

•

•

•

•

Web browser administration (Embedded Web Server)

•

•

•

•

Multiple device administration (BRAdmin)

•

•

•

•

Device notification alerts (E-mail Notifications)

•

•

•

•

FLEET/PRINT MANAGEMENT

1

1. DCP-T500, DCP-T700W and DCP-T800W comes with BRAdmin Light Version.

Why Brother?

Printing
Solutions
Line-up
(Inkjet)

Printing

Service and Warranty

Contact Us

DCP-T500W

DCP-T700W

MFC-T800W

Print watermarks (Watermark Print)

•

•

•

•

Use less toner (Toner Save) or ink (Ink Save)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

SECURITY & COST SAVINGS

Reverse fax charging (Polling)
Utilise off-peak charges when faxing (Delayed Faxing)
Secure Scan (Outline Scan)
Secure wired & wireless network access (802.1x)
Setting printing limits (Secure Function Lock)

Mobile & Cloud

Restricting access to the device’s control panel (Panel Lock)

Fleet/Print Management

Labelling

DCP-T300

Document Capture &
Workflow
Productivity

Scanning

Control functionality (Secure Function Lock)
Restricting selected protocols (Protocol Control)
Restricting network access (IP Filter)

Security & Cost Savings
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Printing
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Labelling

Service and Warranty

Contact Us

MFC-J2330DW

MFC-J2730DW

MFC-J3530DW

MFC-J3930DW

Print watermarks (Watermark Print)

•

•

•

•

Use less toner (Toner Save) or ink (Ink Save)

•

•

•

•

Reverse fax charging (Polling)

•

•

•

•

SECURITY & COST SAVINGS

Utilise off-peak charges when faxing (Delayed Faxing)

•

•

•

•

Secure Scan (Outline Scan)

•

•

•

•

Secure wired & wireless network access (802.1x)

•

•

•

•

Setting printing limits (Secure Function Lock)

•

•

•

•

Control functionality (Secure Function Lock)

•

•

•

•

Restricting access to the device’s control panel (Panel Lock)

•

•

•

•

Restricting selected protocols (Protocol Control)

•

•

•

•

Restricting network access (IP Filter)

•

•

•

•

Why Brother?

Printing

Scanning

Labelling

Service and Warranty

Contact Us

Document Capture and Workflow
Document management

Customisation
Fleet Management

Mobile & Cloud
Security
Solutions Line-up

High-performance scanning solutions for
improved business processes
As businesses accelerate towards digital transformation, scanners play a vital role in the race
to archive, analyse and distribute massive volumes of printed documents. More importantly,
the right scanning solutions will help deliver effortless access to all these information,
allowing organisations to make timely business decisions and respond swiftly to customer
needs.
Brother’s range of high-performance, high-quality and easy-to-use scanners were designed
to bridge the gap between your valuable paper and digital assets. Whether you require a
desktop, compact or portable scanner, Brother scanning solutions will deliver seamless
productivity and streamlined workflows, as well as offer robust reliability to help you take on
the challenges of a digital future.

Why Brother?

Printing

Scanning

Labelling

Service and Warranty

Document Capture
and Workflow
Scan Directly to Your USB Drive

Fast 2-sided Scanning
Brother Mobile Scanners

Scan to Network Folder (CIFS/SMB)
Scan to FTP

Scan to Email Address
Scan to Single Page PDF

Scan Directly into SharePoint on Premise

Scan To OCR
Skip Blank Page when Scanning

LDAP Compatible

Back to Scanning Solutions Overview

Innovations that streamline your
scanning processes
Store, access, and share your critical information with the greatest ease.
Brother’s world-renowned scanning solutions come with advanced
document capture and workflow innovations that will help to make your
scanning processes simpler, faster, and more accessible than
ever before.

Contact Us

Why Brother?

Document Capture
and Workflow
Scan Directly to Your USB Drive

Fast 2-sided Scanning
Brother Mobile Scanners

Scan to Network Folder (CIFS/SMB)
Scan to FTP

Scan to Email Address
Scan to Single Page PDF

Scan Directly into SharePoint on Premise

Scan To OCR
Skip Blank Page when Scanning
LDAP Compatible

Back to Scanning Solutions Overview

Printing

Scanning

Labelling

Service and Warranty

Contact Us

Scan Directly to Your USB Drive
Quick and easy scans without the need for a computer
Scan and save printed documents without having to wait for your
computer to boot up. With Brother scanning solutions, you can now scan
your documents directly to a USB Memory Drive at the scanner itself. You
can scan in black and white, colour or grayscale, and choose to save
your files as PDF (*.PDF) or TIFF (*.TIF) file formats, Secure PDF (*.PDF),
XPS (*.XPS), or JPEG (*.JPG) file formats.

Why Brother?

Document Capture
and Workflow
Scan Directly to Your USB Drive

Fast 2-sided Scanning
Brother Mobile Scanners

Scan to Network Folder (CIFS/SMB)
Scan to FTP

Scan to Email Address
Scan to Single Page PDF

Scan Directly into SharePoint on Premise

Scan To OCR
Skip Blank Page when Scanning
LDAP Compatible

Back to Scanning Solutions Overview

Printing

Scanning

Labelling

Service and Warranty

Contact Us

Fast 2-sided Scanning
Scan both sides of your documents in a single pass
Cut the effort of scanning 2-sided documents in half. Brother scanning
solutions with single-pass 2-sided scanning allow you to scan 2-sided
documents in just one pass, removing the need to manually turn
documents over. Best of all, this allows you to perform intensive scanning
jobs in half the time.

Why Brother?

Document Capture
and Workflow
Scan Directly to Your USB Drive

Fast 2-sided Scanning
Brother Mobile Scanners

Scan to Network Folder (CIFS/SMB)
Scan to FTP

Scan to Email Address
Scan to Single Page PDF

Scan Directly into SharePoint on Premise

Scan To OCR
Skip Blank Page when Scanning
LDAP Compatible

Back to Scanning Solutions Overview
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Brother Mobile Scanners
Scan documents away from your desk
Ideal for capturing orders, databases and identification documents on the
go, Brother mobile scanners provide desktop scanning capabilities in a
compact form factor. Save time and money by allowing your staff to scan
photos, business cards, invoices, statements, receipts, contracts, forms,
handwritten notes and more at a customer site or in the field – all with a
highly portable scanning solution that fits into a briefcase or backpack.

Why Brother?

Document Capture
and Workflow
Scan Directly to Your USB Drive

Fast 2-sided Scanning
Brother Mobile Scanners

Scan to Network Folder (CIFS/SMB)
Scan to FTP

Scan to Email Address
Scan to Single Page PDF

Scan Directly into SharePoint on Premise

Scan To OCR
Skip Blank Page when Scanning
LDAP Compatible
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Scan to Network Folder (CIFS/SMB)
Scan your documents directly to your network folders
Streamline your scanning process by archiving and sharing scanned
documents directly to any general access or secured folder on your
company’s network. Brother scanning solutions allow users to scan
directly to your network folders without the need for scanning software,
middleware, or access to a PC. Best of all, this feature works seamlessly
with any document management software that automatically captures
documents from a particular folder for processing, archiving or creating
workflows.

Why Brother?

Document Capture
and Workflow
Scan Directly to Your USB Drive

Fast 2-sided Scanning
Brother Mobile Scanners

Scan to Network Folder (CIFS/SMB)
Scan to FTP

Scan to Email Address
Scan to Single Page PDF

Scan Directly into SharePoint on Premise

Scan To OCR
Skip Blank Page when Scanning
LDAP Compatible
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Scan to FTP
External document archiving and sharing from around
the world
Archive or share your scanned documents with anyone anywhere in the
world directly from the control panel of the Brother scanner. With Scan
to FTP, your scans are automatically uploaded to an FTP (File Transfer
Protocol) server, and best of all, all of this can be done without the need
for any special FTP software, or even a PC.
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Scan to Email Address
Scan documents directly to an email address
In an era of increasing convergence, we need a faster, simpler way to
attach and share our scanned documents via email. Whether you are a
home user, small business owner or working in a corporate environment,
Brother scanners can help you remove the extra step of attaching a
scanned document through your PC in order to share it through email.
Brother scanners allow you to scan images and documents directly
into a new email as an attachment, ready for you to send to the email
addresses of your choice. There are 3 different ways to do this depending
on your needs:
Scan to email
Using the Brother Control Centre software, you can scan documents
into a nominated email application, such as Microsoft® Outlook as an
attachment.
Easy scan to email
Scan documents directly from your Brother scanner to a nominated email
address from the control panel. Emails are routed through the Brother
cloud, making this feature easy to set up.
Scan to email server
Like Easy Scan to Email, this version can scan documents directly. Where
it differs is it allows administrators to configure the sending options,
potentially making it more secure in sensitive environments.
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Scan to Single Page PDF
Automatically scan documents into separate files
Easily scan multiple pages into separate PDF files. Ideal for one-page
invoices, sales contracts, job sheets, etc. which need to be electronically
archived individually, Brother scanning solutions help you save time and
effort from having to manually separate PDF files during scans.
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Scan Directly into SharePoint on Premise
Scan images and documents straight to SharePoint
SharePoint is used by many large organisations for their Content
Management System (CMS) needs. However, you are often required to
save your scans on your computer before separately uploading them
to SharePoint. This feature allows users to scan documents directly
to SharePoint without the unnecessary step of saving them on your
computer first.
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Scan to OCR
Convert your scanned documents into editable text
Save yourself the need to buy and install additional OCR software on
your computer in order to convert scanned documents into editable text.
Brother scanning solutions with integrated Scan to OCR allow you to
effortlessly convert your printed documents into editable Microsoft® Word
documents at the device itself.
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Skip Blank Page when Scanning
Make unintentional blank pages a thing of the past
Most scanning solutions are unable to identify and remove blank pages,
which is why they often appear in many electronic documents. This not
only prolongs the scanning process, but results in larger file sizes too.
Brother scanning solutions can recognise and skip these blank pages
when scanning, resulting in simplified documents with reduced file sizes.
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LDAP Compatible
Connect your Brother scanner to LDAP supported
address book
Brother LDAP compatible scanning solutions remove the need to
duplicate email addresses and fax numbers stored on your company’s
email server for uploading to your scanning device. By providing your
Brother scanning solution with access to the fax numbers and email
addresses stored on your company’s LDAP enabled email server, all
changes to your contacts will be automatically reflected whenever they
are edited, removed or added.
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Personal Document Management

Business-class content management for
streamlined workflows
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Around the world today, businesses are migrating away from paper
documents and towards digital formats. By helping you to automate
document workflow processes, enhance collaboration and stay
competitive, Brother document management solutions deliver nextgeneration content management solutions so that your business can
reach its full potential.
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Professional Document Management
bmDOK Document Management Solution*
Capture, store and retrieve information with ease to better serve customers and
manage your operations. Brother scanning solutions with bmDOK Document
Management Solution are deployed globally across organisations in the
government, legal and freight sectors, providing them with ready and reliable
access to critical information – anytime, anywhere.
A one-touch archiving solution
Make complicated workflows and processes a thing of the past. Now, with just a
simple click of a button, you can scan your files straight from your Brother scanner
directly into your designated folders.
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One Touch Archiving
*Available as additional purchase.
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Professional Document Management
bmDOK Document Management Solution*
Capture, store and retrieve information with ease to better serve customers and
manage your operations. Brother scanning solutions with bmDOK Document
Management Solution are deployed globally across organisations in the
government, legal and freight sectors, providing them with ready and reliable
access to critical information – anytime, anywhere.
Eliminate mundane administrative duties
Eliminate the tedious process of setting up field indexes and put your valuable
resources to better use. Using a powerful built-in OCR engine, Brother scanning
solutions work with bmDOK to effortlessly convert documents into searchable
PDFs.
Always available through the cloud
bmDOK uses unique indexing processes that enable organisations to send
and store millions of documents to the cloud. Best of all, you will always enjoy
immediate access to your documents from anywhere – even on your mobile
devices.
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Professional Document Management
bmDOK Document Management Solution*
Capture, store and retrieve information with ease to better serve customers and
manage your operations. Brother scanning solutions with bmDOK Document
Management Solution are deployed globally across organisations in the
government, legal and freight sectors, providing them with ready and reliable
access to critical information – anytime, anywhere.
Faster, more intelligent retrieval
Forgot the exact filename of the document you are trying to retrieve? Simply type
the most relevant keywords or numbers that you can recall in any combination,
and bmDOK’s powerful search engine will retrieve the documents to you in
seconds.
Overcome productivity hurdles
Save time and effort while scanning challenging documents like receipts and
thermal papers – even if they are upside down. bmDOK features automatic image
orientation to automatically detect and rotate your entire batch without the need to
sort them beforehand.
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Personal Document Management
Nuance™ PaperPort™ (Windows) /
Presto!® PageManager® 9 (Mac)
Managing your scanned documents should never be a tedious task. Brother
scanning solutions feature innovative document management tools to help make
the process of converting, storing, organising, and retrieving your scanned images
and documents easier than ever before. What’s more, these productivity tools are
free with selected Brother scanners.
Nuance™ PaperPort™ (Windows)
Never lose or misplace another document again. With this powerful desktop
document management solution, you can create an organised electronic filing
system to readily view, edit, store, merge, and forward scanned documents.
Combine and compress different file types in a single PDF for easy distribution
and lower storage demands.
Convert hardcopy documents into editable text files with advanced OCR
(Optical Character Recognition) scanning accuracy.
Effortlessly manage, store and organise all scanned documents – right from
your desktop.
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Quickly find and retrieve scanned documents by browsing through thumbnails,
performing a filename search, or even a keyword search on indexed text within
your documents.
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Personal Document Management
Nuance™ PaperPort™ (Windows) /
Presto!® PageManager® 9 (Mac)
Managing your scanned documents should never be a tedious task. Brother
scanning solutions feature innovative document management tools to help make
the process of converting, storing, organising, and retrieving your scanned images
and documents easier than ever before. What’s more, these productivity tools are
free with selected Brother scanners.
Presto!® PageManager® 9 (Mac)
Attain paperless file management efficiency. Presto! PageManager 9 allows users
to quickly and easily access, locate, and organise images and documents. You’ll
also enjoy direct access to cloud connections such as Google Docs and Evernote.
Simplify your scanning processes with Presto! Scan Buttons, customisable
buttons for one-touch scanning to e-mail, folders, OCR, PDF, or to any specified
program.
Professional PDF editing features allow you to create, edit, export and open
searchable PDF files.
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Save time and share with ease. With the Document Pallet, all you have to do, is
drag a file to a temporary panel in order to print, send it by e-mail, or convert it to
PDF.
Create professional-looking scans with automatic page orientation, and skew
correction. Name cards and images are also automatically cropped to capture only
the information you require in each scan.
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Customisation
Brother Solutions Interface (BSI)

Special Solutions Customisation (SSC)

Bespoke scanning solutions for optimised
business workflows
As businesses race to embrace a more mobile and responsive workforce,
the ability to quickly capture, access, share and archive data becomes
more crucial than ever before. With that in mind, Brother scanning
solutions are readily customisable to help streamline your workflow and
improve processes throughout your entire organisation.
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Brother Solutions Interface (BSI)
Tap into a world of unlimited possibilities
Overcome time-consuming manual processes with a customised scanning solution
for your business. Brother Solutions Interface (BSI) offers software developers an
open interface platform to create customised software packages that seamlessly
integrate with Brother scanning solutions. Customised menus and screens can
be created for use with different solutions, opening up new capabilities for Brother
scanning solutions. Furthermore, most functions of the machines can be enabled
or disabled, providing additional flexibility for developers, system houses or
advanced resellers deliver customised solutions.
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Brother Solutions Interface (BSI)
Tap into a world of unlimited possibilities
Overcome time-consuming manual processes with a customised scanning solution
for your business. Brother Solutions Interface (BSI) offers software developers an
open interface platform to create customised software packages that seamlessly
integrate with Brother scanning solutions. Customised menus and screens can
be created for use with different solutions, opening up new capabilities for Brother
scanning solutions. Furthermore, most functions of the machines can be enabled
or disabled, providing additional flexibility for developers, system houses or
advanced resellers deliver customised solutions.
Seamless integration with leading solutions
By providing a web-based service platform that lets leading software developers
easily create customised solutions, BSI offers seamless integration between
Brother scanning solutions and 3rd party applications developed by solution
providers, value-added resellers (VAR) and system integrators.
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Simplify and optimise your workflow
From simple workflow solutions such as one-touch scanning to your head office,
email or web service, to more advanced capabilities such as integrating your
Brother scanning environment with print management, document management
and device management solutions, BSI opens up a world of endless possibilities.
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Brother Solutions Interface (BSI)
Tap into a world of unlimited possibilities
Overcome time-consuming manual processes with a customised scanning solution
for your business. Brother Solutions Interface (BSI) offers software developers an
open interface platform to create customised software packages that seamlessly
integrate with Brother scanning solutions. Customised menus and screens can
be created for use with different solutions, opening up new capabilities for Brother
scanning solutions. Furthermore, most functions of the machines can be enabled
or disabled, providing additional flexibility for developers, system houses or
advanced resellers deliver customised solutions.
Embrace tomorrow’s solutions, today
With Brother BSI-enabled scanners, you’ll always have the option of adding new
capabilities to your existing fleet to help reduce costs and improve efficiencies.
BSI also supports full backwards compatibility on future Brother devices, meaning
customised scanning solutions developed today will still work on your Brother
scanners of tomorrow.
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Security that fits your business needs
Every organisation has its own unique security challenges, and the built-in security
features in your scanning solutions may not be the ideal fit for your needs. BSI
allows you to integrate customised security solutions such as PIN code, username
and password or ID card access to your devices, as well as the assignment of
specific functions to certain users.
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Special Solutions Customisation (SSC)
Making your objectives our top priority
Count on the experts from Brother for your company-specific scanning needs.
Through a careful collaborative process with our field service engineers and
business anaylsts we’ll help to develop specially modified firmware or software for
specific customer requirements. This customer-focused program enables Brother
products to be tailor-made to solve your business’ unique challenges.
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Special Solutions Customisation (SSC)
Making your objectives our top priority
Count on the experts from Brother for your company-specific scanning needs.
Through a careful collaborative process with our field service engineers and
business anaylsts, we’ll help to develop specially modified firmware or software for
specific customer requirements. This customer-focused program enables Brother
products to be tailor-made to solve your business’ unique challenges.
“At your side” with the right solutions
Whether you require intelligent scanning to back-end applications or customised
software, print drivers and firmware integrated into your Brother scanning solutions,
our SSC team will work closely with you to define, test and deliver an optimised
solution for your needs.
Seamless integration with your workflow
We believe that the smooth implementation of your customised solution is as
important as the solution itself. Brother SSC can automate the installation and
deployment of your customised drivers, firmware and software packages, helping
to deliver seamless integration with your existing workflow and processes.
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Special Solutions Customisation (SSC)
Making your objectives our top priority
Count on the experts from Brother for your company-specific scanning needs.
Through a careful collaborative process with our field service engineers and
business anaylsts, we’ll help to develop specially modified firmware or software for
specific customer requirements. This customer-focused program enables Brother
products to be tailor-made to solve your business’ unique challenges.
Optimised straight out-of-the-box
With SSC, your Brother scanning solutions can be pre-configured based on your
requirements before they are shipped. This means you’ll enjoy a fully optimised
solution straight out of the box, with no need for additional software and firmware
installations or updates.
Proven across a wide range of industries
Whatever your needs may be, Brother has the answer. Throughout the years,
Brother SSC deployments have supported a range of customers spanning
industries that include healthcare, finance, retail, education and government.
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Fleet
Management
Embedded Web Server (EWS)
BRAdmin
E-mail Notifications
Job Logging

Take control of your
scanning fleet
When you deploy multiple scanners across your organisation, you’ll
need greater control of your scanning environment to bring out the best
in them. Brother scanning solutions are designed with advanced fleet
management built-in, giving you total, effortless control of your scanning
fleet as your needs change and grow..
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Embedded Web Server (EWS)
Access your fleet through a web browser
Managing an entire fleet of scanners can be time-consuming, especially
when you need to individually set them up or copy settings. Embedded
Web Server (EWS) is a simple-to-use system that allows you to easily
change settings and configure device status alerts without leaving your
desk. Because it works through your computer’s web browser, there’s no
need to install additional software, making it perfect for companies without
a dedicated IT administrator.
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BRAdmin
Effortlessly manage your devices across the network
Offering real-time, fleet-wide management across your company’s
network infrastructure, Brother BRAdmin allows you to centrally manage
your machines across multiple locations from one central location, saving
you the time and effort of having to physically visit a printer when it needs
attention. The BRAdmin management software is completely free and
allows an administrator to easily identify common printer problems and
make configuration changes without leaving their desk. It is available as
an Embedded Web Server that you can access via a web browser, or an
executable program you install to your computer.
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Email Notifications
Receive timely device notification alerts
Reduce downtime and optimise the productivity of your scanning
environment. This time-saving feature allows staff to resolve any errors
quickly, often before the rest of the office is even aware of an issue. Many
Brother scanners can be configured to automatically email a nominated
contact in the office to warn them whenever the machine is facing
an error.
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Job Logging
Automatically generate device usage reports
Track and trace what each user in your office is scanning. Many of our
network-connected scanning devices are able to remember everything
they scan, including the name of each person who does the scanning.
This data can then be used to quickly and accurately get information on
users who may be using your devices inappropriately.
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Mobile & Cloud
Brother iPrint&Scan
Brother WebConnect
Wi-Fi Direct®
Brother Cloud Apps

Document management for
the mobile age
As the world heads towards a paperless office, businesses must find a
way to effectively unite their paper-based processes with an increasingly
mobile workforce. Meeting this challenge head on, Brother scanning
solutions offer a suite of mobile and cloud solutions to help organisations
effectively scan, store, manage and share from anywhere in the world.
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Brother iPrint&Scan
Effortlessly scan and send directly from your
mobile devices
As we rely more on our mobile devices for business communications, the ability
to scan directly to our smartphones or tablets is fast becoming a necessity rather
than a luxury. Brother iPrint&Scan is a free, easy-to-use app that allows you to
scan directly from your Brother scanning solution to your mobile devices – all done
without the need for a PC.
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Brother iPrint&Scan
Effortlessly scan and send directly from your
mobile devices
As we rely more on our mobile devices for business communications, the ability
to scan directly to our smartphones or tablets is fast becoming a necessity rather
than a luxury. Brother iPrint&Scan is a free, easy-to-use app that allows you to
scan directly from your Brother scanning solution to your mobile devices – all done
without the need for a PC.
Plays well with others
The Brother iPrint&Scan app is free to download, and best of all, it’s compatible
with just about any mobile device in the world. iPrint&Scan is available for Apple®
iOS, Android™, Kindle Fire™, Windows® Phone 7 and 8 mobile devices, making it
the only app your organisation needs for wireless mobile scanning.
Connect seamlessly with compatible devices
Start scanning without the need for driver installations or device setups. At a
touch, iPrint&Scan will automatically search and connect with compatible Brother
scanners on your local wireless network.
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Brother iPrint&Scan
Effortlessly scan and send directly from your
mobile devices
As we rely more on our mobile devices for business communications, the ability
to scan directly to our smartphones or tablets is fast becoming a necessity rather
than a luxury. Brother iPrint&Scan is a free, easy-to-use app that allows you to
scan directly from your Brother scanning solution to your mobile devices – all done
without the need for a PC.
It’s a control panel in your hands
Select your scan settings without having to use a PC or the control panel on your
scanning device. Brother iPrint&Scan allows you to select various scan settings
such as the document size, fast or normal scans, as well as colour or black and
white scanning straight from the app itself.
Share your scans effortlessly
You can instantly share your scanned document through the iPrint&Scan app via
email, social media, cloud services, and many more. Simply choose to send your
scan as a JPEG file or PDF document.
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Brother WebConnect
Your direct link to world-class services
Scan images and documents directly to your cloud storage solutions without
having to use a computer. Brother scanning solutions with the award-winning
WebConnect innovation allows you to upload scanned documents or photos
straight from your control panel and directly onto a wide range of popular online
storage sites – all done without complicated workflows or software to install.

ADS-3600W
“A prize scanning package - it’s fast
and versatile with excellent cloud
support, at a price SMBs will love”
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Brother WebConnect
Your direct link to world-class services
Scan images and documents directly to your cloud storage solutions without
having to use a computer. Brother scanning solutions with the award-winning
WebConnect innovation allows you to upload scanned documents or photos
straight from your control panel and directly onto a wide range of popular online
storage sites – all done without complicated workflows or software to install.
Scan directly to the top cloud services
With Brother WebConnect, scanning directly to your favourite cloud storage sites
and social media platforms is now easier than ever before.
JPEG
Facebook™
Flickr®
Picasa™ Web Albums™
Google Drive™
Evernote®
Dropbox
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OneDrive®
OneNote®
BOX

PDF

DOC

XLS

PPT
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Brother WebConnect
Your direct link to world-class services
Scan images and documents directly to your cloud storage solutions without
having to use a computer. Brother scanning solutions with the award-winning
WebConnect innovation allows you to upload scanned documents or photos
straight from your control panel and directly onto a wide range of popular online
storage sites – all done without complicated workflows or software to install.
Productivity that begins in the cloud
Don’t just make scans, create scans that work for you. Brother WebConnect
features OCR processing in the cloud, allowing you to create searchable, editable
working files without having to go through a separate conversion process. File
types include PDF, DOC, XLS and PPT.
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Wi-Fi Direct®
Scan without the need for a wireless access point
Scan directly to your wireless enabled devices, including computers and mobile
phones and tablets that support iPrint&Scan, Google Cloud Print™ or Apple
AirPrint. Like Bluetooth and Ad-Hoc wireless connections, Wi-Fi Direct enables
you to connect two devices together without making them go through a wireless
access point (router). It is easy to set up and uses WPA2 encryption to ensure the
connection is secure, making it perfect for situations when a wireless access point
is not available, or when users don’t have access to one.
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Brother Cloud Apps
Do more through the power of the cloud
With Brother Cloud Apps, you can now capture and convert information without
the need for a PC. Available on select internet-connected Brother scanners, this
free suite of innovative, cloud-based applications gives you access to powerful
creation, editing, and conversion tools directly from the scanner itself.
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Brother Cloud Apps
Do more through the power of the cloud
With Brother Cloud Apps, you can now capture and convert information without
the need for a PC. Available on select internet-connected Brother scanners, this
free suite of innovative, cloud-based applications gives you access to powerful
creation, editing, and conversion tools directly from the scanner itself.
Scan to Office
Turn your hard copy document into an editable softcopy. The Brother Scan to
Office App scans your hard copy document and uses OCR (Optical Character
Recognition) to automatically convert it into a Word®, Excel®, or PowerPoint® file
with editable text.
Outline & Scan
Scan only the sections that matter to you. All you have to do, is outline the
section(s) of the document you would like to keep or remove with red ink, and the
App will automatically remove the unwanted information, creating a new document
with only the elements you want to retain.
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Scan to Searchable PDF
Easily convert scanned documents into searchable PDFs and send them to cloud
storage services, media cards, or emails. The Scan to Searchable PDF allows you
to easily search for keywords or extract text from text heavy documents.
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Brother Cloud Apps
Do more through the power of the cloud
With Brother Cloud Apps, you can now capture and convert information without
the need for a PC. Available on select internet-connected Brother scanners, this
free suite of innovative, cloud-based applications gives you access to powerful
creation, editing, and conversion tools directly from the scanner itself.
Scan to Mobile
Effortlessly download scanned documents onto your mobile device without the
need to install an app. With Scan to Mobile, you simply scan your documents as
PDF, Searchable PDF, Word, Excel, or PowerPoint formats, and download the files
from the cloud to your mobile device by scanning the QR code provided on your
Brother scanner’s display.
Easy Scan to E-mail
Share hard-copy documents virtually anywhere in the world without using a
computer. The Brother Easy Scan to E-mail App is the simplest way to send
scanned documents to an e-mail address from your Brother device at the push of
a button.
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Security
Device Management & Security

Uncompromising security for your
scanning needs
Whether you are archiving internal documents, capturing client data, or
processing financial records, Brother scanning solutions feature the latest
enterprise-level security innovations to keep your important information
safe from unauthorised access.
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Device Management & Security
Security that meets and exceeds government
and industry regulations
For organisations dealing with highly sensitive data such as the government, legal,
medical and financial sector, the need to maintain information security is absolutely
critical. With Brother scanning solutions, you can count on advanced security
features and protocols to meet the most stringent corporate mandates and
regulations.
Network security
Keep your network safe from evolving threats. Brother scanning solutions rely
on a host of industry standard protocols such as SSL, Signed & Secure PDF,
Authentication, SFTP, 802.1x and Certificates to protect key assets such as
images, documents, audits and configurations.
Secure Function Lock
Restrict access to your Brother scanners. Secure Function Lock allows you
to assign authorised users with a PIN to access the scan mode at the device.
Furthermore, restricted users must also enter their PIN on the control panel of the
machine before they can scan to their computer.
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Device Management & Security
Security that meets and exceeds government
and industry regulations
For organisations dealing with highly sensitive data such as the government, legal,
medical and financial sector, the need to maintain information security is absolutely
critical. With Brother scanning solutions, you can count on advanced security
features and protocols to meet the most stringent corporate mandates and
regulations.
Scan to Secure PDF
Keep your electronic files confidential. Each time you scan to a secure PDF, you
are required to create a 4-digit PIN that will be hardcoded into the PDF file and will
be requested from you before it can be opened.

Password Setting
XXXX
Password Entry
XXXX
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Device Management & Security
Security that meets and exceeds government
and industry regulations
For organisations dealing with highly sensitive data such as the government, legal,
medical and financial sector, the need to maintain information security is absolutely
critical. With Brother scanning solutions, you can count on advanced security
features and protocols to meet the most stringent corporate mandates and
regulations.
Scan to SFTP
Secure external document archiving and sharing. Building on FTP technology,
SFTP (Secure Shell (SSH) File Transfer Protocol) adds an extra layer of encryption
security when sending scanned documents over a network from your Brother
scanner to their destination. This level of security is ideal for organisations that
handle highly sensitive data, or simply to improve overall network security.
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Scan to Signed PDF
Protect the authenticity of your scans. Standard unsigned PDF files can easily be
edited and resaved, meaning they can be changed and be passed off as your
original work once released. Brother scanning solutions allow you to generate
signed PDF files from Scan to FTP/SFTP, Network Folder and Email Server (where
supported) for enhanced security, saving your organisation the time, effort and
additional costs of using outdated methods to distribute sensitive documents
internally.
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Device Management & Security
Security that meets and exceeds government
and industry regulations
For organisations dealing with highly sensitive data such as the government, legal,
medical and financial sector, the need to maintain information security is absolutely
critical. With Brother scanning solutions, you can count on advanced security
features and protocols to meet the most stringent corporate mandates and
regulations.
Scan to PDF/A
Safeguard your scanned documents for the future. Due to the unreliable nature of
most standard electronic documents, long-term electronic archiving is not always
reliable enough to completely replace a paper-based system. The problem with
most standard documents written in dated or discontinued applications is that they
may not open correctly in current applications. Designed for long-term archiving
and protected under ISO standards (ISO 19005-1:2005), PDF/A files are futureproofed and will not lose any of their original formatting and integrity when opened
by future applications.
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Active Directory / LDAP Authentication
Take advantage of your organisation’s existing AD / LDAP supported infrastructure
to restrict access to Brother scanners. By connecting your Brother scanners to
your existing IT systems for controlling security, staff can easily use their existing
network login credentials to gain access. This saves your IT administrators time
and effort from having to support another user access database.
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Device Management & Security
Security that meets and exceeds government
and industry regulations
For organisations dealing with highly sensitive data such as the government, legal,
medical and financial sector, the need to maintain information security is absolutely
critical. With Brother scanning solutions, you can count on advanced security
features and protocols to meet the most stringent corporate mandates and
regulations.
Panel Lock
Without a proper solution in place, the settings of your scanners may constantly
be changed by various users, and having to re-configure your scanning devices
each time can be frustrating and potentially disruptive. Panel Lock lets you restrict
access to the control panel and prevent anyone from being able to modify the
configurations of your Brother device unnecessarily.
Protocol Control
In many cases, due to security or network restrictions, organisations are forced to
buy devices of a reduced specification in order to avoid having functions that they
cannot disable. Brother scanners with Protocol Control enables you to turn off one
or more specific scanning functions to address this challenge
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Device Management & Security
Security that meets and exceeds government
and industry regulations
For organisations dealing with highly sensitive data such as the government, legal,
medical and financial sector, the need to maintain information security is absolutely
critical. With Brother scanning solutions, you can count on advanced security
features and protocols to meet the most stringent corporate mandates and
regulations.
IP Filter
In order to limit network access to your scanners to only authorised users, you’ll
often have to access special security software or advanced configurations within
an Operating System to gain this level of restriction. With the free IP Filter on
Brother scanning solutions, you can easily setup and configure these restrictions
on your devices without having to edit any existing security policies.
Access Card Reader (optional)
Support for optional card readers means that users can scan securely without the
hassle of keying in a password. All they’ll need to do, is tap their assigned access
card at the device itself to start scanning.
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Device Management & Security
Security that meets and exceeds government
and industry regulations
For organisations dealing with highly sensitive data such as the government, legal,
medical and financial sector, the need to maintain information security is absolutely
critical. With Brother scanning solutions, you can count on advanced security
features and protocols to meet the most stringent corporate mandates and
regulations.
Outline Scan
Now, you can conveniently remove portions of a scanned document or image
before sharing it with someone. With Outline Scan, you simply need to draw
around the sections on the document you don’t want to be scanned with a red
pen, and depending on your selection, anything either inside or outside the red
marking will be automatically removed from the scanned document.
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DS-720D

ADS-1100W

ADS-1600W

•

•

•

DOCUMENT CAPTURE & WORKFLOW
2-sided Scan
Scan Documents Away From Your Desk

•

•

Scan Directly To The Web (Brother Web Connect)

•

Scan to Network Folder (CIFS / SMB)

•

Document Capture &
Workflow

Scan To FTP

Mobile & Cloud
Productivity
Fleet/Print Management
Security & Cost Savings

Scan Documents Directly To An Email Address

•*

•*

•

•

•*

•*

•

•

Scan To SFTP
Scan Documents Directly To An Email Address
(Easy Scan To email Server)

•

Scan To Signed PDF
Scan To PDF/A
Scan To Secure PDF

•*

•*

•

•

•

•

Scan To Single Page PDF

•

•

Scan Directly Into SharePoint On Premise

•

•

Edit Scanned Text (Scan To OCR)

•*

•*

•

•

Scan To Email / File / Image

•

•

•

•

•

•

Scan To Email Server
Scan To USB (Host)
Skip Blank Page When Scanning

•
•

•

*Settings depend on PC application settings.
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ADS-2400N

ADS-2800W

ADS-3000N

ADS-3600W

•

•

•

•

DOCUMENT CAPTURE & WORKFLOW
2-sided Scan
Scan Documents Away From Your Desk
Scan Directly To The Web (Brother Web Connect)

•

•

Scan to Network Folder (CIFS / SMB)

•

•

•

•

Document Capture &
Workflow

Scan To FTP

•

•

•

•

Scan To SFTP

•

•

•

•

Mobile & Cloud
Productivity
Fleet/Print Management
Security & Cost Savings

Scan Documents Directly To An Email Address

•

•

•

•

Scan Documents Directly To An Email Address
(Easy Scan To email Server)

•

•

Scan To Signed PDF

•

•

•

•

Scan To PDF/A

•

•

•

•

Scan To Secure PDF

•

•

•

•

Scan To Single Page PDF

•

•

•

•

Scan Directly Into SharePoint On Premise

•

•

•

•

Edit Scanned Text (Scan To OCR)

•

•

•

•

Scan To Email / File / Image

•

•

Scan To Email Server

•

•

•

•

Scan To USB (Host)
Skip Blank Page When Scanning

•
•

•

•
•

•

*Settings depend on PC application settings.
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PDS-5000

PDS-5000F

PDS-6000

PDS-6000F

•

•

•

•

Scan to Network Folder (CIFS / SMB)

•*

•*

•*

•*

Document Capture &
Workflow

Scan To FTP

•*

•*

•*

•*

Mobile & Cloud
Productivity
Fleet/Print Management
Security & Cost Savings

Scan Documents Directly To An Email Address

•*

•*

•*

•*

Scan To Signed PDF

•

•

•

•

Scan To PDF/A

•

•

•

•

Scan To Secure PDF

•

•

•

•

Scan To Single Page PDF

•

•

•

•

Scan Directly Into SharePoint On Premise

•*

•*

•*

•*

Edit Scanned Text (Scan To OCR)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

DOCUMENT CAPTURE & WORKFLOW
2-sided Scan
Scan Documents Away From Your Desk
Scan Directly To The Web (Brother Web Connect)

Scan To SFTP
Scan Documents Directly To An Email Address
(Easy Scan To email Server)

Scan To Email / File / Image
Scan To Email Server
Scan To USB (Host)
Skip Blank Page When Scanning
*Settings depend on PC application settings.
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ADS-1100W

ADS-1600W

•

•

MOBILE & CLOUD
iPrint&Scan
Wi-Fi Direct™
Brother Cloud Apps

•

PRODUCTIVITY

Document Capture &
Workflow

Mobile & Cloud
Productivity
Fleet/Print Management
Security & Cost Savings

LDAP Compatible
Brother Solutions Interface (BSI)
FLEET/PRINT MANAGEMENT
Automatic Software Installation (Install Wizard)
Unattended / Silent Software Installation
Multiple Device Administration (BRAdmin)

•

•

Import / Export Device Settings

•

•

Device Notification Alerts (E-mail Notifications)

•

•

Device Level Usage Reports (Job Logging)

•

•

•

•

SECURITY & COST SAVINGS
Control Functionality (Secure Function Lock)
Active Directory /LDAP Authentication
Restricting Selected Protocols (Protocol Control)
*Settings depend on PC application settings.
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ADS-2400N

ADS-2800W

ADS-3000N

ADS-3600W

•

•

•

•

MOBILE & CLOUD
iPrint&Scan
Wi-Fi Direct™

•

•

Brother Cloud Apps

•

•

LDAP Compatible

•

•

Brother Solutions Interface (BSI)

•

•

PRODUCTIVITY

Document Capture &
Workflow

Mobile & Cloud
Productivity
Fleet/Print Management
Security & Cost Savings

FLEET/PRINT MANAGEMENT
Automatic Software Installation (Install Wizard)
Unattended / Silent Software Installation
Multiple Device Administration (BRAdmin)

•

•

•

•

Import / Export Device Settings

•

•

•

•

Device Notification Alerts (E-mail Notifications)

•

•

•

•

Device Level Usage Reports (Job Logging)

•

•

•

•

SECURITY & COST SAVINGS
Control Functionality (Secure Function Lock)

•

•

Active Directory /LDAP Authentication

•

•

Restricting Selected Protocols (Protocol Control)

•

•

•

•

*Settings depend on PC application settings.
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Scanning
Solutions
Line-up
Mobile & Cloud
Productivity
Fleet/Print Management
Security & Cost Savings

MOBILE & CLOUD
iPrint&Scan
Wi-Fi Direct™
Brother Cloud Apps
LDAP Compatible
Brother Solutions Interface (BSI)
FLEET/PRINT MANAGEMENT
Automatic Software Installation (Install Wizard)
Unattended / Silent Software Installation
Multiple Device Administration (BRAdmin)
Import / Export Device Settings
Device Notification Alerts (E-mail Notifications)
Device Level Usage Reports (Job Logging)
SECURITY & COST SAVINGS
Control Functionality (Secure Function Lock)
Active Directory /LDAP Authentication
Restricting Selected Protocols (Protocol Control)
*Settings depend on PC application settings.
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Durable, Laminated labels
Applications and Industries
Mobile Solutions

Software Development Kits
Label Printers Line-up

A trusted global leader in
labelling innovation
In 1988, Brother developed an entirely new concept for labelling technology. Based on a
series of breakthrough innovations, the company went on to develop products which are
highly regarded as among the most reliable, cost-effective and trusted labelling solutions in
the world.
Today, with over 27 years as a global leader in the labelling market, Brother remains
dedicated to helping you achieve better working efficiencies throughout your organisation.
With our comprehensive selection of robust and innovative label printers, you can enjoy
clarity of information across a broad range of applications – in even the most challenging
working environments.
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Durable,
Laminated Labels
Brother TZe Laminated Labels

Quality labels that
go the distance
By providing clear and lasting identification, labelling tapes can help
greatly in enhancing workplace safety and organising fixed assets.
Engineered to withstand even the harshest working environments,
Brother label tapes provide the outstanding durability and flexibility to
better meet your labelling needs.
Back to Labelling Solutions Overview
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Brother TZe Laminated Labels
Durable, laminated labels for a simplified workspace
Designed to withstand water, grease, fading, abrasion and even extreme
temperatures, Brother TZe laminated labels offer clear advantages over common
marking solutions. Widely used across industries around the world, TZe laminated
labels are the preferred choice for companies that demand nothing but the
very best.
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Brother TZe Laminated Labels
Durable, laminated labels for a simplified workspace
Designed to withstand water, grease, fading, abrasion and even extreme
temperatures, Brother TZe laminated labels offer clear advantages over common
marking solutions. Widely used across industries around the world, TZe laminated
labels are the preferred choice for companies that demand nothing but the
very best.
Designed for ultimate durability
Brother TZe laminated labels simply last longer than the competition. Unlike
ordinary labels, our labels are protected by clear laminated film to provide an
incredibly robust finish. In fact, these labels have been engineered to achieve
industrial standards and tested to survive extreme abrasion, temperature, water/
chemical and sunlight exposure.
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Brother TZe Laminated Labels
Durable, laminated labels for a simplified workspace
Designed to withstand water, grease, fading, abrasion and even extreme
temperatures, Brother TZe laminated labels offer clear advantages over common
marking solutions. Widely used across industries around the world, TZe laminated
labels are the preferred choice for companies that demand nothing but the
very best.
The top choice for every industry
With their unbeatable durability, strong adhesive qualities, and long-lasting legibility,
Brother TZe laminated labels are used around the world in a wide range of
industries, including:
•
•
•
•

Back to Labelling Solutions Overview

Data Communication and Electrical
Manufacturing
Education (Schools & Libraries)
Healthcare (Hospitals & Laboratories)

• Hospitality (Hotels & Restaurants)
• Retail (Shops & Stores)
• Events and Conferences

Specialty tapes for any challenge
Brother TZe laminated labels are available in a variety of widths, colours and
adhesive types for a broad range of applications. These include standard adhesive
tapes for flat, smooth surfaces, flexible ID tapes for wrapping and flagging wires
and cables, strong adhesive tapes for plastic and textured surfaces, and tamperevident tapes that leave a permanent tell-tale mark if removed or disturbed.
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Applications and
Industries
Data Communication and Electrical
Manufacturing
Education (Schools & Libraries)
Healthcare (Hospitals & Laboratories)
Hospitality (Hotels & Restaurants)
Retail (Shops & Stores)
Events and Conferences
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Proven across the world,
throughout the years
From education to manufacturing, healthcare to events, Brother offers
a wide range of feature-rich professional labelling solutions for every
industry. Packed with the latest technologies and innovations, Brother
labelling solutions help global businesses and organisations alike to
quickly and efficiently create versatile, durable and cost-effective labels to
suit their specific needs.
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Healthcare (Hospitals & Laboratories)
Hospitality (Hotels & Restaurants)
Retail (Shops & Stores)
Events and Conferences
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Data Communication and Electrical
Cable and panel identification
Whether you are a network contractor, the company’s IT person or an
on-site construction technician or installer, Brother labelling solutions offer
the easiest way to create professional and highly-durable laminated labels
that come in different sizes and colours suited to your industrial needs.

IDEAL FOR:

Cable and wire identification
Patch panel identification
Switch panel identification
Distribution box identification
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Manufacturing
Safety and maintenance
Count on Brother’s industrial-quality labelling solutions for use in warehouses,
machinery workshops and factories. Our durable laminated labels have been
tested to meet strict manufacturing requirements, including chemical exposures,
extreme temperatures and abrasion, ensuring that they stay secured and legible on
even the most challenging surfaces imaginable.

IDEAL FOR:

Safety and warning signs
Parts management
Maintenance and repair
Rough, textured and uneven surfaces
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Education (Schools & Libraries)
Asset management
Effortlessly identify every asset in your organisation by creating clear, professional
and easy-to-apply asset labels. Brother laminated labels can resist harsh
conditions such as extreme temperatures, moisture, chemicals and abrasion, so
you can easily recognise your assets years down the line.

IDEAL FOR:

Science laboratory equipment

Sports equipment

Textbooks and learning materials

Audio/visual/computer equipment

Library book management labels

Signs within the school compound
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Healthcare (Hospitals & Laboratories)
Medication, calibration and patient identification
Brother laminated labels are tested to withstand harsh environments in the
healthcare industry, where labels are constantly being exposed to chemicals,
abrasions, and extreme temperatures. Furthermore, for added security, we
offer tamper-evident materials to reveal if a calibration or security label has been
meddled with.

IDEAL FOR:

Medication labels (medications, prescriptions and pharmacy needs)
Calibration labels (track medical and laboratory inventory and assets)
Patient ID labels (wristbands, charts, medications, IV bags, specimen samples,
bedside testing and more)
Medical office labels (office and administration applications)
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Hospitality (Hotels & Restaurants)
Food and safety standards
From food safety labels, to inventory and asset management, Brother professional
labelling solutions are ideal in helping you meet ever-changing regulatory
compliance initiatives. Our labelling solutions can be used to create food safety
labels that you can easily and quickly adjust to reflect emerging requirements at the
push of a button.

IDEAL FOR:

Food service technology (food safety labels, inventory and asset management)
Food safety standards (listing potential food allergens, trans-fat sources and
other issues)
Hotel technology (corporate branding, guest experience)
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Retail (Shops & Stores)
Shelf and inventory management
In the busy retail environment, you can help your product’s information to stand out
with colourful, eye-catching laminated or paper shelf labels. Brother professional
labelling solutions allow you to create attention-grabbing labels which encourage
impulse purchases, facilitate your customers’ purchasing decisions, call attention
to sales promotions and new items, and save time needed for stock counts by
marking racks clearly and accurately.

IDEAL FOR:

Merchandise and retail shelf labels
Price marking labels
Inventory labels
Retail associate name badges
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Events and Conferences
Visitor badge management
Make the perfect first impression for visitors to your office, school, event or seminar
with professionally printed visitor badges. Brother professional labelling solutions
provide a fast, hassle-free and affordable way to help to streamline the checking in
and out of visitors for a more professional visitor experience.

IDEAL FOR:

Generating badges and tracking visitors

Facilities & security management

Identifying temporary and contract employees

Creating parking passes

Registering trade show and workshop attendees Issuing hall passes
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Mobile
Solutions
Brother iPrint&Label
Brother Mobile Transfer Express

Take your
labelling workflow mobile
As a global leader in labelling solutions, Brother is leading the way in
mobile labelling innovation. Brother offers a suite of free mobile apps that
work seamlessly with selected Brother label printers to support mobile
printing, label creation, and the transfer of labelling templates from your
smart devices.
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Brother iPrint&Label
Wireless label printing from your smart devices
Take full control of your labelling functions from the convenience of your
smart device. Brother iPrint&Label is a free app that allows you to print
labels from your Apple® or Android™ mobile device to a Brother Label
Printer wirelessly*. Just download the app and it will automatically search
for supported Brother labelling machines on your local wireless network.
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*Available on compatible mobile devices and Brother label printers.
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Brother iPrint&Label
Wireless label printing from your smart devices
Take full control of your labelling functions from the convenience of your
smart device. Brother iPrint&Label is a free app that allows you to print
labels from your Apple® or Android™ mobile device to a Brother Label
Printer wirelessly*. Just download the app and it will automatically search
for supported Brother labelling machines on your local wireless network.
Available for Android™ and Apple® devices
Brother iPrint&Label app is free for you to download on the most popular
smart devices. Simply head over to the Apple App Store or Google Play
Store to download Brother iPrint&Label for your compatible Android
smartphone/tablet, or Apple iPhone, iPod touch or iPad.
No complicated drivers or installations
Connect to your Brother labelling machine* without the need for driver
installations or device setups. Brother iPrint&Label allows you to
automatically search your local wireless network for compatible Brother
label printers and connect with them.
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*Available on compatible mobile devices and Brother label printers.
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Brother iPrint&Label
Wireless label printing from your smart devices
Take full control of your labelling functions from the convenience of your
smart device. Brother iPrint&Label is a free app that allows you to print
labels from your Apple® or Android™ mobile device to a Brother Label
Printer wirelessly*. Just download the app and it will automatically search
for supported Brother labelling machines on your local wireless network.
Label printing made easy
Once you’ve downloaded Brother iPrint&Label, you’ll realise how
effortless it is to start printing the labels you need. With just a few taps
of the user-friendly menu, you’ll be able to open and print pre-designed
labels in seconds. Best of all, the app will automatically assign the label
formatting based on the label size currently used in your connected
Brother labelling machine.
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Fully-integrated with your smart device
The best part about Brother iPrint&Label, is that it offers added
functionality through your smart device. Now, you can print name badges
or customise labels with photos from your smart device’s image gallery or
camera. You could even access your device’s contact lists for convenient
printing of address labels.

*Available on compatible mobile devices and Brother label printers.
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Brother Mobile Transfer Express
Store and access a wealth of label files on
your mobile device
Utilise the templates and databases you’ve created in-house, for
on-demand printing while on-site. Brother Mobile Transfer Express
is an application that allows your mobile device to store and transfer
compatible label templates, databases and images onto your
label printer.
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Brother Mobile Transfer Express
Store and access a wealth of label files on
your mobile device
Utilise the templates and databases you’ve created in-house, for
on-demand printing while on-site. Brother Mobile Transfer Express
is an application that allows your mobile device to store and transfer
compatible label templates, databases and images onto your
label printer.
On-the-go access to your files
Enjoy unlimited access to your files wherever you are. With Mobile
Transfer Express, you can save your files on your mobile device, or to a
cloud service and access them wirelessly*.
The simplest way to share
Through the share function on Mobile Transfer Express, you can easily
share Transfer Files to other users through the cloud. You could even
attach Transfer Files to email messages and simply send them over to
other mobile devices.
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Free for Android™ and Apple® devices
Brother Mobile Transfer Express application is free on your Android
smartphone/tablet, or Apple iPhone, iPod touch or iPad*. Simply
download it from the Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

*Available on compatible mobile devices and Brother label printers.
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Brother Software
Development Kits
Brother P-touch Applicable
Component (b-PAC) SDK
Brother Mobile SDK

Unlimited potential for your
business applications
Add versatility and flexibility to your Brother labelling solution through
Brother Software Development Kits (SDK). These SDKs enable you to
easily integrate your Brother label printers into your existing business
applications, whether they are common or bespoke.
Back to Labelling Solutions Overview
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Brother P-touch Applicable Component
(b-PAC) SDK
Print labels directly from your existing software
Save costs and streamline your processes by adding a label printing function to
your current software applications. The Brother P-touch Applicable Component
(b-PAC) SDK is a tool available for selected Brother professional label printers that
enables convenient label printing from your applications at the click of a button.
Added functionality without added costs
By allowing you to integrate label printing features into your existing system, b-PAC
is an ideal solution for businesses that wish to save costs and time. Through the
b-PAC SDK, you can now print labels which contain any combination of text,
barcodes, images and logos directly from your current software application without
the need for a 3rd party solution.
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Brother P-touch Applicable Component
(b-PAC) SDK
Print labels directly from your existing software
Save costs and streamline your processes by adding a label printing function to
your current software applications. The Brother P-touch Applicable Component
(b-PAC) SDK is a tool available for selected Brother professional label printers that
enables convenient label printing from your applications at the click of a button.
Only basic coding knowledge required
Start printing customised labels from your business applications through a few
simple lines of code. With b-PAC, all necessary information such as print driver
settings and label sizes are stored within the template that is used. This means
that software developers with basic knowledge of popular programming languages
can easily incorporate printing capabilities into their own program in just a few
simple steps.
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Brother Mobile SDK
Unlock the full potential of your mobile devices
With the widespread usage of smartphones and tablets across the business
landscape, adding a label printing capability to your business’s mobile app can
help to greatly streamline the labelling workflow. Designed specifically for selected
Brother labelling solutions, Brother Mobile SDK gives you the ability to print, control
and configure your Brother machine, differentiating your app from the rest and
adding value for your customers or users.
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Brother Mobile SDK
Unlock the full potential of your mobile devices
With the widespread usage of smartphones and tablets across the business
landscape, adding a label printing capability to your business’s mobile app can
help to greatly streamline the labelling workflow. Designed specifically for selected
Brother labelling solutions, Brother Mobile SDK gives you the ability to print, control
and configure your Brother machine, differentiating your app from the rest and
adding value for your customers or users.
Print beyond the limits of your apps
Our SDK adds printing capabilities to devices which have none built in, allowing
you to print images or PDF files from your app via the mobile device’s Bluetooth,
USB or WiFi connection to your supported Brother label printer. Best of all, Brother
Mobile SDK is available for free on Android™ and Apple® mobile devices.
Integration made easy
Developing the necessary program to print labels from your own mobile apps can
be a complicated process which could take many weeks to implement. However,
Brother Mobile SDK is developed to help software developers quickly and easily
add label printing capabilities into their own mobile apps in just a few hours.
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Stay at the cutting edge of technology
At Brother, we are continually developing and growing our SDKs at the same pace
as our product range. This means that as our products gain newer features and
capabilities, you can leverage our updated SDKs to implement new functions into
your existing app.
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PT-E550W

PT-P750W

PT-D600

PT-P950NW

QL-720NW

All-in-one labelling solution
seamlessly connects in-house &
on-site labelling jobs

Wireless-enabled, PCconnectable P-touch label printer

P-touch label printer with fullcolour LCD display

Networked industrial desktop
label printer designed to meet
the diverse needs of industrial
professionals

Professional label printer for a
variety of business operations

QWERTY

-

QWERTY

"16 characters x 3 lines
(uses 15 chrs x 2 lines)”

-

20 characters x 3 lines

Yes (optional Touch Display Unit
PA-TDU-003 is required)

-

Auto cutter

Auto and half cutter

Auto cutter

TZe

TZe, HGe

DK Roll

3.5, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36mm

Up to 62 mm

60mm/sec

150mm/sec

360 dpi

300 dpi

HARDWARE
Keyboard
LCD Screen

Auto and half cutter

Cutter
Types of Tape

TZe, HSe (Heat-shrink Tube)

3.5, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24mm

Tape Size
Print Speed

30mm/sec (AC adapter); 20mm/sec (no adapter)

Weight
Dimensions
(WxDxH)

30mm/sec

180 dpi

Print Resolution
Interface

TZe

-

USB, WiFi Direct

USB, WiFi Direct, NFC

USB

USB, WiFi Direct, Wired LAN,
Wireless LAN, Serial, USB host;
Optional: Bluetooth interface
(purchased separately)

USB, WiFi Ad-hoc, Wired LAN,
Wireless LAN

0.95 kg

0.80 kg

0.95 kg

1.51 kg

1.20 kg

126 x 250 x 94 mm

78 x 152 x 143 mm

201 x 192 x 86 mm

118 x 192 x 146 mm

128 x 236 x 153 mm
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PT-E550W

PT-P750W

PT-D600

PT-P950NW

QL-720NW

No. of Font Types

14

All installed TrueType fonts

14

All installed TrueType fonts

No. of Font Sizes

8

(Dependent on host device)

8

(Dependent on host device)

SOFTWARE

7

No. of Lines
Printable
Barcode Printing

Memory
File Storage
Brother Mobile
App Compatibility

17

(Dependent on host device)

1. CODE39; 2. ITF 2/5; 3.
EAN13; 4. EAN8; 5. UPC-A;
6. UPC-E; 7. CODABAR; 8.
GS1-128 (UCC/EAN128); 9.
CODE128

21 barcode protocols on
P-touch Editor 5.1

1. CODE39; 2. ITF 2/5; 3.
EAN13; 4. EAN8; 5. UPC-A;
6. UPC-E; 7. CODABAR; 8.
GS1-128 (UCC/EAN128); 9.
CODE128

Up to 6 MB

NA

Up to 2,800 characters

Maximum 99 files

NA

Maximum 9 files

Maximum 99 files

Yes

No

Yes

6 “AA” Alkaline Batteries
BA-E001 Li-ion (included)
AC Adapter (included)

AA x 6 pcs
(LR03 / Ni-MH x 6 pcs)
AC Adapter (included)

21 barcode protocols on P-touch Editor 5.1

Up to 7 MB

Up to 6 MB

POWER SUPPLY
Power Supply

Auto Power-off

Yes

AC Adapter (included)
Rechargeable Li-ion battery and
base (excluded)

AC Adapter (included)
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Service and
Warranty

In Brother we trust
Over the years, millions around the world have grown to recognise Brother as a
brand that can be depended on time after time. At Brother, our commitment will
always be to put our customers first, which is why we remain dedicated to you far
beyond the purchase dates of our products. This is reflected in the outstanding
service and warranty that you will enjoy with every Brother product.

OUR DEDICATION TO YOU
Service turnaround time

Targeted within 2 days

Email query response time

Targeted within 4 hours

Standard warranty period

Up to 3 years
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Brother International Singapore Pte Ltd
Regional Headquarters (ASEAN)
10 Eunos Road 8
#14-01/02 Singapore Post Centre, Singapore 408600
Tel: 6538-0311
Email: sales.enquiry@brother.com.sg
For all Customer Support and Sales Enquiries,
please contact:
Tel: 1800-BROTHER (1800-276 8437)
6538 3998 (From Overseas)
Fax: 6535-5462
Email: customerservice@brother.com.sg
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